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19. Abstract

Fundamental studies of sol-gel processing science have led to two major
accomplishments: 1) Development of a generic sol-gel process for producing fully dense silica
monoliths, and 2) Identification of the need for a broad range of characterization methods to
apply to processing steps. In order to achieve the production of reliable and reproducible sol-gel
monoliths, a series of seven tasks are pursued.

Task 1: SOL-GEL PROCESSING: The characterization methods applied during processing
allowed the optimization of the process and led to a reproducibility yield of about hundred percent
after aging and drying. Even if some complementary understandings are necessary for the
densification step, the progress accomplished during the period of this contract allowed many times
a reproducibility rate of hundred percent after stabilization and good results for complete
densification.

Task 2: NEAR NET SHAPE OPTICS: To achieve this objective it has been necessary to
develop a scientific understanding of the shrinkage of the gels. The results of this study show the
shrinkage can be monitored during the process and the reproducibility of the shrinkage is very
good after each processing step.

Task 3: EFFECTS OF ULTR ASTRUCTURE: During this contract a laboratory to do the
analysis required for this project has been installed at the University of Florida (AMRC).

Task 4: OPTICAL PROPERTIES AND HOMOGENEITY: A major accomplishment has been
done in the definition of a relationship between several properties of the sol-gel and the
densification processing. Potential applications for porous GelsilM have been investigated. The
results acquired during this task allowed the definition of various porous and dense GelsilTl
materials with an extensive characterization and a comparison with products available today.

Task 5: RADIATION AND SEVERE ENVIRONMENT SENSITIVITY: The first study was
done on porous silica. This investigation showed no darnage in the optical transmission property
after irradiation of the samples with a gamma source and for a total dose of 100 Megarad.

Task 6: EFFECTS OF MULTICOMPONENT: Special attention was devoted to the
Silica-Titania system which yields glasses with potential zero thermal expansion coefficients.
Preliminary studies have established that various volume fractions of second phase additives can be
added to silica and multicomponent gels thereby producing cast ceramic matrix composites.

Task 7: EFFECT OF SAMPLE DIMENSIONS: This contract allowed the collection of a first

set of data on many properties and reproducibility rates for small size monolithic samples.

Two new types of silicas have been developed using the organometallic sol-gel processing:

- 1) Fully dense gel silica has excellent optical transmission throughout the uv,vis,nir,ir
spectra range. Physical properties and structural characteristics of gel silica are
generally equivalent or superior to the best grades of optical silica available today.

- 2) Optically transparent porous gel silicas which can be doped with a broad range of
compounds with excellent transmission out to 290-300 nm to make new type of optical
materials.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

3 The major challenge facing sol-gel processing of advanced materials, and in fact

the entire field of chemically derived ceramics, is to relate processing variables to final

I properties. In order to develop fundamental processing-properties relationships it is

essential to characterize the material after each step of the process: mixing, aging,

3 Idrying, stabilization and densification.

Fundamental studies of sol-gel processing science pursued at GELIECH and at

the University of Florida's Advanced Materials Research Center (AMRC)-1ave led to

two major accomplishments: 1) Development of a generic sol-gel process for

I producing fully dense silica monoliths (termed GELSILw), and 2) Identification of

the need for a broad range of characterization methods to apply to processing steps.

In order to achieve the production of reliable and reproducible sol-gel monoliths,

3 Ia series of seven tasks have been identified. These tasks and a summary of results to

date are given below.,

Task 1: 'OL-GEL PROCESSING SCIENCE FOR CONTINUOUS OPTICS

PROCESSING.

I -The major objectives of this task are to understand the process variables that

influence the five steps of sol-gel processing and to use this scientific understanding to

optimize and control a continuous batch process for making sol-,-, Ioerived optical

components.

- The characterization methods applied during processing allowed the

optimization of the process, and led to a reproducibility yield of about 100% after aging

and drying. Even if some complementary understandings are necessary for the

3 densification step, the progress accomplished during the period of this contract

allowed many times a reproducibility rate of 100% after stabilization and good results

for complete densification. Characteristics of porous and dense gel silica are

presented at the end of this executive summary.I
!I

I II
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- To permit the reproducibility study, a Sol-Gel Optics Research Facility has been

designed and installed.

Task 2- FABRICATION SCIENCE FOR NET SHAPE PRECISION OPTICS

- The primary objective of this task is to apply the science of sol-gel processing,

developed in Task 1, to the production of net shape precision optics.
* -To achieve this objective it has been necessary to develop a scientific

understanding of the shrinkage of the gels in order to accurately predict three
I dimensional changes. The results of this study show: 1) the shrinkage can be

monitored during the process, and 2) the reproducibility of the shrinkage is very good
I after each processing step and will allow the fabrication of as cast optical components

with the minimum grinding and polishing requirement.

Task 3: EFFECTS OF ULTRASTRUCTURE ON THERMAL AND MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES OF SOL-GEL OPTICS-

-The objective of this task is to investigate the physics of both thermal and

mechanical behavior of so)-gel derived silica as a function of the processing variables.
- During the duration of this contract a laboratory to do the analysis required for

this project has been installed at the University of Florida (AMRC). These analysis will
produce the statistical data which will be the basis for lifetime predictions in severe
environments such as for critical military applications.

Task 4: EFFECTS OF ULTRASTRUCTURE ON THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES AND

OPTICAL HOMOGENEITY OF GELSIL,'e

-One of the most important objectives of this task is the understanding of the
property variations, such as optical transmission, during the densification process. 0

I - A major accomplishment has been done in the definition of a relationship 0

between several properties of the sol-gel and the densification processing.
- Potential applications for porous Gelsil TM have been investigated.
- The results acquired during this task allowed the definition of porous and dense dos

GelsilTM materials with an extensive characterization and a comparison with products ar'-

* 
available 

today.

2 ,
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Task 5: 'RADIATION AND SEVERE ENVIRONMENT SENSITIVITY OF GELSILM,
MULTICOMPONENT AND GEL-DERIVED COMPOSITES'

-The objective of this task is to evaluate the radiation sensitivity of various gel

silica, multicomponent and composite materials.3 - A first study was done on pure silica porous GelsilTM . This investigation showed
no damage in the optical transmission property after irradiation of the samples with a

3l 600o gamma source and for a total dose of 100 Megarad.

Task 6: 'EFFECTS OF MULTICOMPONENT SPECIES AND MULTIPHASE ON
PROCESSING-PROPERTIES RELATIONSHIPS' .

-The objective of this task is to extend the pure silica understanding developed

in tasks 1-5 to various multicomponent oxide glasses and multiphase systems.

-Special attention was devoted to the Si0 2-TiO 2 system which yields glasses
with potential zero thermal expansion coefficients.

* -Preliminary studies have established that various volume fractions of second
phase additives can be added to silica and multicomponent gels thereby producing

cast ceramic matrix composites. Addition of SiO 2 powder to decrease the shrinkage of

the silica gel during the processing has been investigated with mixed results, therefore
* the project was terminated to allow faster progress in other tasks.

Task 7: EFFECT OF SAMPLE DIMENSIONS ON RELIABILITY,I
- The principal objective of Task 7 is to evaluate the effects of batch size and

3 sample dimensions on the properties of the final product.
- This contract allowed the collection of a first set of data on many properties and

3 reproducibility rates for small size monolithic samples.

I Two new types of optical silicas have been developed using the organometallic

sol-gel processing.3 - 1) Fully dense gel silica (Type V) has excellent optical transmission throughout

the ultra-violet, visible, near infrared and infrared spectra range. Physical properties3 and structural characteristics of Type V gel silica are generally equivalent or superior
to the best grades of optical silica available today.

3Ia
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S- Total cation impurity (ppm) 1 -2

- OH impurity (ppm) 5

- CI impurity (ppm) 0 - >1000

- 50% UV transmission (nm) 165- 168

- Bubbles and inclusions (#/cub. in) 0

- Strain (nm/cm) 5

- Refractive index (n[d]) 1.458 - 1.463

- Dispersion (v[d]) 67.8-66.4

- Index of homogeneity (10-6) < 10

- Density (g/cc) 2.20

I -2) Optically transparent porous gel silicas are termed Type VIA, B and C

depending upon the total pore volume, density, surface area and microhardness.

3 Type VIA gel silica can be doped with a broad range of optical polymers or

compounds with excellent transmission out to 290-300 nm to make new type of optical

I materials.

- Total cation impurity (ppm) 1 - 2

- OH impurity (ppm) > 2000

-Cl impurity (ppm) 0

- 50% UV transmission (nm) 250 - 300
- Bubbles and inclusions (#Icub. in) 0

I - Refractive index (n[d]) 1.28-1.45

- Density (g/cc) 1.3- 2.1

I
I
I
I
I
I

4I
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DIELECTRIC RELAXATION ANALYSIS OF WATER ADSORPTION
IN SOL GEL DERIVED SILICA GEL MONOLITHS

S. WALLACE AND L.L. HENCH
University of Florida, Advanced Materials Research Center, One Progress

Blvd. #14, Alachua, FL 32615I
ABSTRACT

The polarization mechanism of the low frequency dielectric relaxation
(Ri) observed in water adsorbed in porous silica gel is investigated using

monolithic samples. It is attributed to electrode polarization involving
proton hopping conduction. The influence of the thickness of the adsorbed
water layer on the relaxation mechanism is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The dielectric properties of water adsorbed in the pores of sol-gel
derived silica gel monoliths is of practical as well as scientific interest.

For example, porous silica gel could potentially meet the requirements of a
low loss, low dielectric constant substrate material for integrated circuits,
but the effects of adsorbed water could be a major limitation. Cracking
caused by the removal of water from the pores of gel monoliths during drying
is in itself an area of major concern. This problem can be solved by keeping
the rate of water removal below a critical drying rate [1]. In an earlier
paper [21 we examined the possibility of using Dielectric Relaxation Spec-
troscopy (DRS) as a means of monitoring the rate of water removal during
drying. We found a Debye type dielectric relaxation associated with the
adsorbed water. We also concluded that the dielectric constant E' measured
at 10 MHz, which is a linear function of water content, was the most suitable
parameter to monitor during drying, as long as the problem of interfacing the
measuring electrode with the gel could be solved.

Pure, dry, dehydrated silica gel is a porous form of amorphous silica
which exhibits no dielectric relaxation between 1 Hz and 1 THz. Liquid water
has one dipolar relaxation at 23.4 GHz. However, the dielectric relaxation
spectra, between 1 Hz and I THz, of pure water adsorbed in the pores of
particulate silica gel can exhibit up to three relaxations (R1, R2, and R3),
depending on the water content and texture of the gel.

Relaxation I (RI)

A low frequency relaxation (Ri) is observed at frequencies below 10 MHz
(3-10] and is generally attributed co Haxwell-Wagner type interfacial polar-
ization, i.e. conducting inclusions in an insulating matrix. This polariza-

tion is related to 'he "bulk water" adsorbed [4] in the granules of the
particulate gels used in previous investigations, and is caused by the
conduction of protons di 3ociati.l from surface silanols [7]. The absolute

magnitude and freque,,c of R1 for a specific gel sample depends upon a
complex interdependent. '. gel structure and adsorption variables. These
variables inc-l.de: gc-. particle size, average pore size i, pore volume V,
surface area S, silanol c'. .-ntration [SiOH], impurity ion concentration and

adsorbed water str-ctur% A relaxation can be characterized by the fre-
quency, Ft, of the mayi-nu of its dielectric loss factor spectra E''(f),
where f = frequency. The characteristic frequency Fe of RI, called FEl,
shows a logarithmic type dependence on water content, W - gm H20/gm gel, and
4n Arhennius type dependence on temperature T [3,121, e.g.

I



Fcl - C wne "Q/kT (1)

where n varies between 3 and 6, depending on the sample (3,4,8,101 and Q is
the activation energy. The magnitude of the dielectric loss factor at FcI,
called IElI, which is roughly constant for all values of W, also varies from
sample to sample, e.g. Ill - 8 at 250C [61, IeI - 3 at 25-C [3]. The
influence of [SiOH] on RI is unclear.

Relaxation 2 (R2)

For a gel containing no adsorbed water, e.g. W = 0 g/g, only R2, due to
dipolar orientation of the surface silanols, Si-OH, around the Si-O bond axis
[1ii, is seen. lc20 is proportional to [SiOH], which depends on thermal
history of the sample. The absolute value of Fe2 varies from 1 to 10 GHz
[4,5,7-121, depending on (SiOH]. When water molecules are adsorbed into
pores, they hydrogen bond to the silanols. This causes 1e21 to increase as W
increases. At T < 0°C, Fe2 decreases as W increases. As T increases to 0°C,
for all values of W, FE2 increases to a constant value equal to that for W -
0 g/g, i.e. 10 GHz in this case (12]. For W > 0 g/g, R2 is attributed both
to the relative lifetimes of hydrogen bonds formed by clusters of water

molecules H-bonded to the surface SiOH groups [7,81, and to the rate of
transfer of protons between adjacent H-bonded water molecules adsorbed on
surface SiOH groups [5,9].

Relaxation 3 (R3)

Zhilenkov et al. (121 have observed a third relaxation at FE3 - 14 GHz
at O°C, which appears for W > 0.2 g/g for their sample. FE3 and (c3j
increase as W and T increase. R3 appears after the formation of a second
phase in the adsorbed water. The second phase forms upon completion of the
"bound" water layer at a critical water content Wc - 0.2 g/g. This phase
exhibits no melting transition (6]. Two phases of adsorbed water have also
been observed using proton NMR spectroscopy (6].

When the temperature is lowered far enough for the second phase to
freeze, Fc3 disappears, whereas Fe2 does not disappear but keeps decreasing
as T decreases. Thus R2 must be related only to the bound phase, while R?
must involve the second "free" water phase.

* OBJECTIVE

The dielectric relaxation of water adsorbed in monolithic silica gels
described in (2] was similar to Ri in its frequency dependence on W, but the
value of Fcl which we observed was much lower and jEll was much larger than
the values seen for particulate gels with the same W. The Debye type shape
of Ri could be attributed to either dipolar or interfacial polarization [13],
but it is generally attributed to the interfacial polarization. In this
paper the unique geometry, compared to particles, of monolithic silica gel
samples is used to investigate the mechanism of relaxation due to water
adsorption using a digital a.c impedance bridge.

METHOD

The admittance spectra Y(f). from which the dielectric relaxation
spectra can be calculated, of sol-gel derived cylindrical silica sl samples
were measured between 5 H? and 13 MHz using a Hewlett Packard HPI-92A a.c



impedance analyzer. All gels were made from acid catalyzed tetramethoxy-

silane sols, and have a pore radius of about 14 A. Their texture and struc-

ture depends on thermal history. Details of the experimental method and

theory are presented elsewhere (2]. The impedance analyzer allows the

amplitude of the a.c signal to be varied and a d.c bias to be applied.
Silver paint was used as the measuring electrode material. The values of the
texture of the sample characterized in Ref. [2] are: S - 752 M2/g, V - 0.553
cc/g and R - 14.7 A as measured by isothermal gas adsorption, with a bulk

density of 1.04 g/cc (Note: previous textural values in Ref [2] are

incorrect).I
RESULTS

I The dielectric relaxation spectra of water adsorbed in monolithic silica
gel samples consists of an RI relaxation superimposed on another relaxation
occurring at lower frequencies (called RS). In an equilibrated gel, RI is
stable and reproducible. If water is allowed to evaporate from the surface
of a saturated gel the low frequency relaxation RS decreases in magnitude.
This implies that RS is due to conduction on the external surface of the gel.
The FE frequency of RS, called FeS, is far too low to be measured, but the
intensity of the relaxation is large enough for the tail of the relaxation to
obscure the loss factor spectra of RI and make accurate measurement of Fel
difficult. The dielectric loss tangent spectra, Tan 6(f), can be used to
separate these two relaxations. The tail of RS is just visible on the low
frequency side of the loss tangent peak of RI for samples measured using Ag
paint electrodes (Fig. 1, curve A). The frequency of the maximum of the loss
tangent spectra, F61, can be accurately measured and is directly proportional
to Fcl [2]. Thus the loss tangent spectra and F61 can be used to charac-
terize Ri, and also be related to previous investigations.

F61 of RI of a cylindrical gel is an exponential function of the sample
thickness D, i.e. the electrode separation. Fig. 2 shows this as a log-log
plot for a saturated gel with W = 0.154 g/g, e.g.

F6I = 471 D- 1 9 2 9  (2)

The same exponential relationship is seen with othar samples, but the
exponent varies between -0.6 and -2.0.

The material used as measurement electrodes influences the intensity,
1611, and frequency, F61, of the Tan 6(f) spectra of RI. The overall shape
of the relaxation is the same for both silver and carbon paint and vapor
deposited Pt electrodes (Fig. 1).

102 V = 0.525 cc/g Dia = 1.25 cm
F= 14 A ... D 0.35cm

4 2  - 0.49g/g
S = 750 M/g./ F61 Fig. 1. Dependence of the

S01-,/Dielectric Loss Tangent spectra
on the material used as measur-

. '>R ing electrodes. Curve A: silver
/ paint, showing the RI peak and

10 S the fail of the RS peak. B:
carbon paint showing just the RI

-1 A peak. C: vapor deposited

100 2 platinum showing just the RI
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Figure I of Ref. (21 shows the dependence of F61 on W for a silica gel
sample. This data is replotted in Figs. 3 and 4 as log-log and linear plots
respectively, showing a transition from an exponential to a linear dependence
on W at W = 0.275 g/g. The equations best fitting these curves are%

F61 = 6.88 x 107 W5 .353  for 0.06 < W < 0.275 g/g (3)

I F61 = 1.34 x 107 W - 305,000 for 0.275 < W < 0.50 g/g (4)

The loss tangent spectra of RI is independent of the magnitude of the
a.c voltage signal from 0.01 V to 1.0 V. whereas RS is strongly affected.
Applying a d.c offset voltage to the a.c signal also effects RS, whereas RI
is unaffected.I



DISCUSSION

The properties of RI due to water adsorp~ion in silica gel monoliths are
explained by an interfacial polarization mechanism due to charge build up at

the electrodes, i.e. electrode polarization. The charge carriers are protons
which conduct via a hopping mechanism.

* The evidence for the electrode polarization mechanism includes: (a) the
frequency F61 of RI observed in monolithic silica gel samples varies with
sample thickness (Fig. 2) and electrode material (Fig. 1). RS shows a
similar behavior. (b) The loss factor magnitude, 1611, is 1000 times larger,

and Fcl (and F61) is much lower, in monolithic gels than in particulate gels

for the same W. (c) An intrinsic dipolar polarization is modelled by a
parallel RC circuit, and an extrinsic electrode polarization is modelled by a

series RC circuit. Relaxation I is modelled by a series RC circuit.

In pure water, conductivity is due to the hopping of protons created by
an autodissociation mechanism. Proton hopping occurs via the tunnelling of

protons between the electron clouds of hydronium ions and correctly oriented
adjacent water molecules. The hopping of protons dissociated from acidic
surface silanols is also believed to be the conduction mechanism of water
adsorbed in silica gel [14-16]. The specific hopping mechanism depends on
the statistical thickness of the adsorbed water layer, i.e. W/S (gm H20/1000
M2/g gel) [14]. When only the bound non-freezing water layer is adsorbed,
i.e. W < Wc, the conductivity G of water adsorbed in silica gel is propor-
tional to W raised to the power n, where n varies between 3 and 7, dependingon the sample (15,16]. For W > Wc, G is directly proportional to W [15].

The Nuclear Correlation Relaxation Time, in, of protons in water
adsorbed in silica gel is calculated from the proton NMR spectra [17]. T n is
associated with the movement of protons in the two phases, the bound and free

water, present in the adsorbed system. The bound water is the phase showing
no melting or freezing transition and is the water adsorbed up to W - Wc. The
free water phase is the water adsorbed on top of the bound layer for W > Wc,
and exhibits a suppressed melting point [7]. Tn exhibits the same type of
dependence on W as does G, i.e. exponential for W < Wc, and linear for W > Wc
[17].

The charge carriers for RI could be protons or impurity ions such as
sodium. We conclude that the charge carriers are protons since: (a) F61 of
RI of the silica gel monoliths shows the same type of dependence on W as
reported for G and T n (Fig. 3 and 4). The transition from exponential to
linear dependence on W occurs at the same statistical thickness of adsorbed
water, i.e. W/S, of about 0.36 g/1000 M 2/g for F61, G and Tn" (b) ICP
analysis of a saturated gel detected no impurity ion concentrations greater
than 1 ppm. (c) The diffusion of a 0.1 M NaCl solution into a gel does not
affect RI, but increases the magnitude of RS.

* Proton conduction could occur via a bound hopping or an ionic diffusion

mechanism. Neither increasing the amplitude of the a.c signal, applying a

d.c bias or diffusing a 0.1 M NaCl solution into the gel affects RI, whereas
RS is strongly affected. This means that RI has a different conduction
mechanism, e.g. proton hopping, than RS, e.g. ionic diffusion.

CONCLUSIONS

Relaxation I is due to electrode polarization resulting from proton
conduction in the adsorbed water layer via a hopping mechanism. Therefore

the interfacial polarization attributed to Ri in particulate gels is correct

for monolithic gels as well. The similarity of the dependence of F61, G andI



o n on W and the change from an exponential to linear dependence at the same
statistical thickness (W/S = 0.36 g H20/1000 12/g gel) suggest that tile
proton hopping mechanism depends on the structure of the adsorbed water,
which also depends on the statistical thickness. In contrast, the surface
conduction relaxation, RS, is due to the diffusion of impurity ions.
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-- PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF DRIED Na20-Si02 MONOLITHS

ROUNAN LI AND L. L. HENCHI Advanced Materials Research Center, University of Florida, One Progress
Blvd., #14, Alachua, FL 32615

ABSTRACT

Dried monolithic gels of compositions XNa20-(1-X)SiO2 (with X from 0
mol% to 7 moll) were obtained by acid catalyzed sol-gel processing using
tetramethylorthosilicate and NaNO3. Optically clear monoliths in the range
.of 20 to 90 mm diameter by 3 to 20 mm thickness were routinely produced by
controlling the processing schedule. Complete drying in air without
cracking was achieved at 180°C from 10-14 days. The bulk density and
optical properties of the gels, characterized by UV/VIS/NIR transmission, IR
reflection and index of refraction, showed a compositional dependence on
Na20 similar to melt glasses of the same Na20 content. However, the true
density and microhardness decreased with Na20 content in contrast to melt

i glasses.

3 INTRODUCTION

Binary Na2O-SiO2 glasses have been made by sol-gel processing [1-4].
Low gel-glass transformation temperatures dependent on the Na2O content of
the gel have been observed. Gel-derived 33 molZ Na20-67 molZ Si02 glass was
obtained at temperatures as low as 500°C 1]. However, when the Na20
content was more than 20 molZ the gel-derived glass had very poor durability
and little usefulness. The production of large samples and reproducibility
of Na20-SiO2 gel-glass have also been major problems. Consequently, there
is little information on the preparation, properties and durability of largeI monolithic Na20-SiO2  gels. This is especially so for chemically durable
gels in which the Na2O content is less than 10 mol%. Therefore, the
objectives of this paper are: (1) to prepare large monolithic dried gels
with compositions XNa2O-(I-X)SiO2 (with X-0, 1. 3, 5 and 7 molZ); (2) to
measure the physical properties of the gels and compare them with those of
pure silica gel and melt glasses of same composition; (3) to select an
optimum Na20-SiO2 gel which has similar optical properties as pure silica
gel but can be densified at a substantially lower temperature.

IEXPERIMENTAL
Tetramethylorthosilicate [Si(OCH 3 )4] was used as a precursor of

polysilicic acid to form the gels. Before this precursor was mixed with
water at room temperature, NaN03 was added. The proportions of NaNO3 toSi(OCH3 )4 was selected to yield XNa20-(l-X)SiO2 compositions with X-0, 1, 3,
5 and 7 mol% after the loss of water and methanol. Either nitric, hydro-
chloric or acetic acid was added to the mixture as a catalyst to accelerate
the hydrolysis and produce a stronger gel. After efficiently stirring for
15 minutes at 25-C, the sol was cast into PS (polystyrene) containers,
sealed and put into a drying oven with programmable controls.

Different sol pH values, time and temperature of gelation and drying
were investigated. Likewise, various methods of drying were studied in
order to control the rate of evaporation of the liquid and the rate of
shrinkage of the gels. A final drying schedule of 10-14 days in air was
used. Results of the studies of processing variables are reported in
another publication (5].



ITrue densities were determined using a Quanta Chrome Micropycnometer
(MPY-I) and a simple mercury displacement technique was used for bulk
density measurements. Microhardness was measured using a diamond pyramid

indenter on a Kentron Tester with a 100g load. Porosity and surface area
were measured using N2 absorption with a Quanta Chrome Autosorb-6. The

transmission spectra were made with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda UV/VIS/NIR
Spectrophotometer in which #30x4mm dried gels with as-cast surface finishes

were used. IR spectra were obtained using the above samples, with a Nicolet
20 SXB FTIR/TGS, and diffuse reflection stage scanning between 250-1600
cm 1. The indices of refraction were measured using an oil immersion.
technique with an Olympus Vanox Microscope.

RESULTS

Monolithic xerogels with composition XNa20-(l-X)SiO2 (with X-O, 1, 3, 5
and 7 molZ) were obtained successfully with sizes up to 90 mm diameter and
20 .mm thickness. True and bulk densities, microhardness, porosity and
surface area are listed in Table I. Figure 1 shows the transmission
UV/VIS/NIR spectra and Fig. 2 the IR spectra for dried gel monoliths with
Na20 content(L) from 0-7 molZ. The densities of dried gels along with the
melt glasses of the same compositions are plotted in Fig. 3. Figure 4
compares the indices of refraction for the various Na2O compositions of
dried gels and melt glasses.

Table I. Bulk and True Densities, Microhardness, Porosity
and Surface Area of the L-X (XNa20-(l-X)SiO2] Gels

Bulk True Micro Surface Total Average
Code Density Density Hardness Area Pore Pore

Volume Radius

(glcc) (glcc) (Kg/mm2) (M21g) (cclg) (A)

L-0 1.16 2.2717 42.00 760 0.4811 12.67
L-1 1.18 2.2141 41.86 729 0.4543 12.47
L-3 1.19 2.2036 40.07 662 0.4167 12.58
L-5 1.21 2.1987 39.96 572 0.3695 12.92
L-7 1.26 2.1651 35.22 520 0.3337 12.81

I
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Fig. 1. Optical transmission of Fig. 2. IR reflection spectra
the Na20-SiO2 gels in ultraviolet, of XNa20-(l-x)SiO2  gels (with
visible and near infrared X . 0, 1, 3, 5 and 7 molZ).
(L - mol Na20).
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DISCUSSION

Density of melt derived soda silicate glass is a minimum value for the
pure network former and increases as modifier ions are added [6]. However,
a dried gel differs from a glass by its texture. The gel is essentially an
agglomerate of elementary particles, the size of which may be of the order
of 10nm [7], aggregates of particles formed by primary particles, so-called
secondary particles, as well as micro- and macro-pores.

In contrast with the effect of alkali ions on the true density of Na2O-
SiO2 glasses, Table I, shows that the true densities of the gels decreased
with increasing Na20 content. This indicates that the primary network
structure of gel particles is more open than that of a melt glass of the
same composition. During sol-gel processing, the sodium ions apparently
were more effective in forming non-bridging oxygen bonds within the tetra-
hedra. It is possible that Na+ can replace either the organometallic
radical or the hydroxyl radical in the reaction products. The size of
secondary particles decreased with increasing Na20 content. The closer
packing caused the total pore volume to decrease as well as increase the
bulk densities. Microhardness decreased with increasing Na2O content,
indicating that it is only related to the primary network structure.

The transmission spectra of the samples (Fig. 1) showed that the UV
cutoff occurred at longer wavelengths than that of the fused silica glass
[81, but not appreciably. The spectra of pure silica gel and 3 mol% Na20-
97 molX SiO 2 gel were very close to each other. The IR spectra (Fig. 2) was
almost the same as that obtained previously on small samples (2]. The band
at about 1090 ca"1 was attributed to the stretching vibration of the Si-O-Si
bonds (2]. The band at 475 cm"I was attributed to the rocking vibration of
the Si-O-Si bonds, and the band located at 785 cm- 1 was attributed to the
ring structure of the tetrahedra (2]. When the cotent of Na2? increased,
the intensity of the peaks at 1090 cm"I , 475 cm- and 785 cm decreased.
Thus, the IR spectra was generally the same as observed for Na20-SiO2 melt
glasses [9].

The refractive index of Na20-SiO2 binary glasses increases with-Na2O
content [101 (Fig.4). The data in Fig. 4 shows that the refractive index of



the XNa2O-(l-X)SiO2 gels also increases with an increase in Na20 content.
However, in glass, the refractive index depends simply on the density of the
glass as required by the Lorenz-Lorentz relationship. In a gel refractive
index depends on bulk density rather than true density as discussed in more
detail elsewhere (5).

CONCLUSION

1) Dried monolithic gels with composition XNa20-(I-X)SiO2 (with X from
0 molZ to 7 mol%) were obtained successfully by catalyzed organometallic
sol-gel processing.

2) The comparison of the ultrastructure and properties of Na2O-SiO2
gels with pure silica gel and melt glasses of the same compositions show
that a 3 mol% Na20-97 mol% SiO 2 gel has optical properties that are similar
to a pure silica gel but can be densified at a substantially lower
temperature.
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CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PROCESSING PARAMETERS,ULTRASTRUCTURE,
AND STRENGTH OF GEL-SILICA

JON K. WEST, RANDY NIKLES, GUY LATORRE
University of Florida, Advanced Materials Research Center, One Progress

Blvd., #14, Alachua, FL 32615

ABSTRACT

The effect of various processing parameters during the aging of sol-gel
derived silica are evaluated. Improvement in the physical properties of the
wet gel-silica are shown to be well correlated to their aging temperatures
and time. Changes in the pore structure also show correlations with aging
process parameters.

INTRODUCTION

Gel-silica processing offers the potential of rapidly producing high
quality optical silica components. This new type of optical material can be
classified into two types of ultrapure gel-silica: Type V and Type VI [1].
Type VI is a fully stable ultraporous silica with applications in elec-
tronics, electro-optical interconnects and waveguides [2]. Type V silica is
fully dense, water free and contamination free with an extremely wide
transmission window in the UV-VIS-NIR [3].

The importance of maximizing sol-gel process yields cannot be over-
emphasized. The ability to control the ultrastructure and the mechanical
properties during processing would allow improvements in the overall
process. The initial goal is to correlate aging process variables with the
resulting ultrastructure and mechanical strength of the gels. Later studies
are planned to use gels of improved mechanical properties in drying and
stabilization process optimization.

GEL-SILICA PROCESSING

The process starts with a chemical reaction of TMOS (tetramethoxy-
silane) with nitric acid catalyst, and H20 (deionized) to form the sol.
Once mixed and cast the sol is aged. During that time, the sol forms a
highly porous solid called a gel with pore radii ranging from 10 A to 20 A.
Next, during the drying step, the liquor surrounding the structure is driven
off, the pores collapse, and lose their liquid content. In the final

portion of the process, the gel is heated to 1150*C to 1200*C and fully
dense glass is formed. This study is focussed on the aging part of this
gel-silica process.

During the aging step the strength of the gel increases. This increase
is determined as a function of aging time and temperature. It is expected
that gel strength will increase with increased aging temperature and as the
log of aging time. The method of determining strength was by four point
bend testing. The data collected from these tests should give an under-
standing of the times and rates of certain chemical changes in the aging
process. The data should show whether the expected logarithmic trend is
seen experimentally.

I



I EXPERIMENTAL

The sols were prepared by mixing controlled quantities of the precur-
sor, water, and acid ratios. After one hour of stirring, the solution was
vacuum filtered, then poured into rectangular polystyrene molds 2 3/4" deep,
2 1/2" wide, and 8 3/4" long. Each mold contained 240 ml of solution. The
containers were sealed and placed into various control conditions. All
mixing and casting was done in a hood. The 160 casts were separated into 6

temperature groups of 25oC, 45*C, 60°C, 75°C, 90°C and 105°C. Each group
was then equally distributed over a time period of one, two, four, eight,
sixteen, twenty-five and thirty-two days. After each set of samples was
aged at their predetermined temperature and time intervals, they were placed
in a refrigerator at %O*C. The cold environment was intended to retard the
aging process until testing was completed.

The stress testing procedure was based on ASTM standard C 158-80 [4]:
Flexure Test of Glass. The four point fixture was placed in an Instron
Model 1123 with cross head speed of five mm/min. The grams force ranged

from 1000 grams to 5000 grams. Each sample was measured in length before
testing, with width, height and microhardness measured after testing. The
samples were then returned to the 00C environment to preserve their struc-
ture before the porosity was measured. The porosities were measured on dry
gels after an identical drying schedule with a maximum temperature of 200aC.
The microhardness measurements were made with a Vickers indenture on the wet
gels. These values were used to quantify the plastic depressions made by
the four-point-bend fixture. The values of the Vickers Hardness Number
(VHN) were used to calculate the reduction of cross head deflection by a
small fraction. The modified deflection value was the basis for the elastic

* modulus calculations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the average elastic modulus modeled as a logarithmic
function of aging time and temperature from room temperature to 75°C. The
elastic modulus was calculated using a modified deflection, f, based on the
microhardness values. The VHN is related to the surface area, SA, of the
indenture and the load as follows:

I SA =42 L (1)

VHN

I where L = load in kg

This relation was used to estimate the actual deflection of the test bars by
subtracting the small plastic depression A caused by the test fixture
touching the wet gels:

= L (42. - b .t) (2)

where 
b width of test sample

t - width of supports - 6.35 mm

I
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Figure 1. Elastic modulus Figure 2. Rupture modulus
below 90°C. below 90°C.

I The deflection, f, of the sample is related to the elastic modulus E [5] as
follows:

I 3Lal 2  
(3)I = 2(f-A)bd3

where a - moment = 63.5 mm

b - width of sample

d = thickness

L = load in gm

I 1= distance between lower supports = 152.4 mm

I f = deflection measured by cross head travel

Finally, the rupture modulus, S, is related to the rupture load L by:

I = La (4)b d2

where all of the variables have been defined as for equation (3).

Figure 2 shows the average rupture modulus for the same set of samples
as Figure 1. The set of curves are logarithmic functions of aging time and
temperature.

Figure 3 shows tne average elastic modulus modeled as a logarithmic
function of aging time and temperature 90°C and 1050C.

Figure 4 shows the average rupture modulus modeled as a logaritimic
function of the aging tfie and sme teinperature an Fipure 3.
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IFigure 3. Elastic modulus Figure 4. Rupture modulus
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I Using linear interpolation of the VHN, the plastic depression A was

calculated for 65 of the test samples. The value A appeared to be rela-
tively constant. The stronger gels broke under higher loads which kept AL onstant:

mean A = 0.1169
Standard Deviation = 0.1165

This value was then used throughout the study.

I Samples were difficult to maintain and process at these elevated
temperature. The lowtertpature sampe were simply aged in the molds.
However, d~igh temperature, above 60TC, samples had to be gelled and
transferred into other containers. s e aged above 75°C were transferred

into autoclaves after they were gelled.

I Logarithmic regression curves are shown on the figures of Elastic
Modulus and Rupture Modulus. The regression coefficient (r2) values,
strengths and standard deviations are shown in Table I and verify aging time
as a logarithmic variable.

Finally, the ultrastructure was characterized s a function of aging
time and aging temperature. Table I also shows that the pore volume andI prersize for both increased with a time and teeratu re

inouo clavesgingrteypweretelled

I CONCLUSIONS

The observed trend of increased strength was expected. Hiowever, themagnitude of the effect was much larger than expected. The improved
Microhardness, rupture modulus and elastic modulus correlate well to the
increased aging time and temperatur. These trends indicate clearly the
need to investigate the effects this increase in mechanical pruperties wouldIchave yding. e aged f just a ftue. These tr s ndiat c.lea rl h e

nedtnetgt h efcsti nraei mecaia prprte wol
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strength that can gained. The logarithmic plateau seen in the 90* and 1050
samples indicate particle growth may have stop and equilibrium with
particle deterioration may be occurring. This effect is discussed in an
aging model presented by Iler (6,71 evaluated by Orcel and Hench [8].

I The model of the aging process is the dissolution of the smaller
particles which is then redeposited onto the larger particles. The model
predicts that this process is thermally activated and was found to be so in
a study of multicomponent sol-gel by Orcel and Hench [9) and in this study.

As the surface area of the particles increase it takes more and more
redoposition to generate an effect. Thus the strength is a logarithmic
function of time.
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Abstract

Since the first Ultrastructure Processing Conference the progress made in sol-gel science allowed the

3 development of two new types of optical silica. A fully dense sol-gel derived silica, termed Type V Gel-Silica, can

be made either with a colloidal or an organometallic process. An optically transparent porous silica, termed Type VI

Gel-Silica can be made by the organometallic route and can be used for applications such as an optical element with

a second phase impregnated within the pores or as a substrate for laser written waveguides.

The major progress was made in size scale-up by: 1) developing an understanding of the chemical

3 mechanisms involved in sol-gel-glass processing, and 2) establishing careful process controls for each processing

step. This progress allowed the production of optics of 75 and 100 mm in diameter or larger for both Type V and

3 Type VI silicas respectively.

The physical properties of the organometallic derived Type V Gel-Silica are equal or superior to Types I-IV

I optical silicas and include: short UV cutoff, low optical absorption throughout the spectrum, high homogeneity,

3 very few defects, low strain birefringence, and low coefficient of thermal expansion.

Both the colloidal and the organometallic methods can be used to produce complex net shapes by direct

casting at ambient temperature. This unique property of the sol-gel process can be used to make optics with special

shapes and surface features such as lightweight mirrors, Fresnel lenses and aspheric optical components.U
I
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Introduction

In the first Ultrastructure Processing Conference in 1983, J. D. Mackenzie summarized numerous potential

advantages and disadvantages of sol-gel processing [1]. The advantages cited were largely based upon the intimate

mixing possible with chemically based processing compared with powder processing. The disadvantages primarily

centered around the difficulties in controlling this new generation of molecular based processing and potential costs.

The objective of this paper is to summarize and present, six years later, the progress made in achieving the

advantages and minimizing the disadvantages in the sol-gel processing of one important application, sol-gel derived

silica optics. The potential advantages discussed are: Homogeneity, Purity, Coefficient of Thermal Expansion,

As-Cast Shapes and Surface Features, and Unique Properties of Silica Ultrastructures such as for Doping

Applications and Laser Enhanced Densification.

The possible disadvantages discussed in this paper are inherent to size scale-up. They can be in most cases

overcome by well defined processing includitig: Control of Drying, Elimination of Casting Defects, and Precise

Atmosphere Control. The consequence of overcoming most of these problem areas is the ability to make new types

of silica optics v, ith sizes of 100 mm and larger using organometallic based sol-gel silica processing.

Silica Optics Processing

Silica optics are preferred for many optical systems, such as intracavity laser optics, because of the

characteristics listed in Table 1. Development of a successful sol-gel derived process for making silica optics

requires achieving all the features listed in this table. It also requires achieving significant improvements in at least

some of the most important properties over what is presently produced commercially.

There are presently four major methods of manufacturing silica optics, as summarized in Table 2 [2,3]. The

first two processes involve melting naturally occurring quartz crystals at high temperatures. The resulting materials

are termed Fused Quartz. Deficiencies of fused quartz optics can include: substantial amounts of cation impurities

(Type I), hydroxyl impurities (Type II), inhomogeneities, seeds, bubbles, inclusions, and microcrystallites. The

relative extent of these defects depends on the grade of fused quartz. The higher the grade, the fewer the defects but the

higher the cost and the more difficult the production of large optics.
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I
Both Types III and IV are termed synthetic Fused Silica. The cation impurity content of fused silica optics

is substantially lower than fused quartz optics due to the higher purity of the raw materials [3]. It is difficult for the

chemical reactions indicated in Table 2 for these types of silica to go to completion, consequently water contents up

to a few thousands ppm are present in Type III silica, and Cl ion contents of a few hundreds ppm can be retained as

I an unreacted residue in both Type III and Type IV silicas. Other defects are somewhat lower for fused silicas than for

fused quartz [3]. The nature of the chemical processes involved in the production of Types III and IV silicas makes

the direct manufacture of near net shape optics impossible. Price increases considerably as the quality of fused silica

and the zize of ihe optics increase.

During the last few years chemically based sol-gel processes have been developed and lead to the

manufacture of Types V and VI silicas as described in Table 2 [3-61. These processes offer the potential for

improving many features of silica optics listed in Table 1. Additional advantages over Types I to IV silicas are also

possible, as described in Table 3.

3 Two primary sol-gel processing methods for silica optics have reached commercialization; I) hydrolysis and

condensation of an organometallic precursor [3-5], and 2) gelation of a colloidal alkali silicate powder suspension [6].

The silicas resulting from these sol-gel processes are termed Type V when the final product is fully dense with no

3 residual porosity. If the densification process is not accomplished entirely the organometallic method produces a

porous optical material named Type VI silica.I
The ultrastructure of the gel and the final densification conditions are considerably different for the

organometallic vs the colloidal methods of manufacture of sol-gel silicas, as summarized in Figure 1. An

organometallic based sol-gel silica, such as GelsilT't, has a totally interconnected porosity with a dried bulk density

of 1.2 g/cm 3 , an average pore diameter of 2.5 nm and a specific surface area of 700-800 m2 /g prior to densification

3 [3]. Because of the very small pore size and the very narrow distribution of pores the gel is optically transparent.

The uniformity of the ultrastructure results in densification at a very low temperature, 1150'C, without a change in

mean pore radius. Densification takes place almost entirely by decreasing the connectivity (genus) of the uniform

3 pore network [7], and is very sensitive to pore size, as shown in Figure 2.
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I
Since there is no pore growth by Ostwald ripening, the organomctallic derived monoliths remain optically

transparent throughout the processing schedule shown in Figure 1, after they pass the opaque stage in drying (8].

3 Examples of a large 100 mm organometallic sol-gel derived optical silica monolith after drying is shown in Figure

3a. Samples of organometallic derived Type VI and Type V silica piano-piano optical components are shown in

m Figures 3b and 3c, respectively.

m The colloidal sol-gel optics process developed by R. D. Shoup [6] involves nucleation and polymerization

3 of potassium silicate by colloidal silica in the presence of a hydrolytic organic reagent. By varying the ratio of

colloidal species to soluble silicate the gel pore diameter can be controlled between 10 to 300 nm with a relatively

3 narrow size distribution. As a result, strong silica gel structures are formed by the colloidal process with large pores,

>200 nm diameter, that can resist capillary pressures encountered during drying. Microwave drying can be used for

these >80% porous colloidal gels in minutes to hours, depending on body dimensions, without cracking.

I
The large pore structures produced in the colloidal sol-gel method help in the removal of alkali ions by an

aqueous dealkalization process. The large pores also facilitate gaseous removal of chemisorbed impurities prior to

densification, yielding low water levels and alkali and transition metal impurity of a few hundreds of ppm. Total

density is achieved after 30 minutes at 1500'C and high quality optical silica is achieved after 10 minutes at 1720°C.

3 Examples of Type V silica glasses made by the colloidal gel-silica process are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

3 Factors in Size Scale-up

Scale-up of sol-gel processing has been considered potentially one of the greatest uncertainties. In order to

achieve large optical components by the sol-gel route it is essential to control: 1) Drying Rates, 2) Defects in the

3 as-cast gel monoliths, and 3) Removal of chemisorbed water prior to pore closure in densification. Control of these

factors is less sensitive in the colloidal method because of the large pores in the structure.I
1) Drying Control: A critical step in the drying of organometallic derived sol-gel optics is the rate of

removal of water during the "opaque stage". As shown by Wilson and Hench in this proceedings [8], it is during the

m transition between filled pores and pore emptying that substantial bulk strains are developed in the gel monoliths.
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The rate of water removal must be slowed during this critical period to avoid cracking. The gel monolith is

relatively insensitive to the rate of drying prior to and after the opaque stage.

2) Defect Control: Imperfections in a gel will cause stress risers during drying and further processing steps.

Consequently, even if a gel monolith has sufficient strength to withstand a given level of bulk strain the presence of

stress risers will induce fracture. These imperfections can take many forms and are usually created during casting of

the sot and are incorporated in the solid when gelation occurs. Several examples of bubbles, which are particularly

Idamaging stress risers, are shown in Figure 6. In Figure 6a a stress field is beginning to develop around the bubble,

in Figure 6b we can see a crack initiating from a bubble, in 6c three cracks have initiated, and in 6d a complex crack

front originates from the interaction of stress fields around two bubbles.I
Elimination of bubbles involves careful deareation of the sol prior to casting, using a casting technique which

does not introduce air, avoiding gas generating chemical additives in the sol formula, and avoiding containers which

3 nucleate bubbles at the interface.

3 3) Atmosphere Control: Tightly bound hydroxyl ions on the surface of pores must be removed prior to

pore closure during densification for both organometallic and colloidal sol-gel silicas. Surface dehydroxylation occurs

from 200'C to 1000'C for organometallic derived gels and up to 1300'C for colloidal silica monoliths. It is usually

3 necessary to enhance the dehydroxylation process by flowing halogen-containing gases through the pore network

before closure. In this particular case the atmosphere control treatment should include the removal of any halogen

3 left in the structure of the glass. If densification is attempted without hydroxyl removal, foaming and bloating result

due to expansion of the gases formed and trapped in the closed pores. Because of the very small size of pores in

organometallic derived gels and the absence of pore growth during densification it is especially critical to have

3 complete hydroxyl removal for these materials if they are to achieve full density. It is important to recognize that

more internal SiOH groups are retained in an acid catalyzed organometallic derived gels at high temperature than base

3 catalyzed gels [9J. The internal SiOH groups polarize the silica tetrahedra [10] which probably is responsible for a

decrease in the viscosity of the silica gel network. Consequently viscous flow, responsible for pore closure and

reduction of pore network connectivity, takes place at a lower temperature. Thus it is essential to optimize hydroxyl

3 removal for acid catalyzed gels when the pore network has as large a connectivity as possible; i.e. at as low a
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1 temperature as possible, e.g. below 900'C for small pore organomctallic derived gels (Figure 2).

U Control of drying rates, elimination of casting defects and rigorous atmosphere control can yield large sol-gel

silica optical components as shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5.

Potential Advantages of Sol-Gel Silica Optics

1) Homogeneity: One of the primary incentives for use of chemically based ultrastructure processing of

materials is improvement of homogeneity. The fact that organometallic precursors can be hydrolyzed with water on a

molecular scale of mixing yields the possibility that the glass structure derived from an organometallic gel may have

a molecular level of homogeneity. However, as indicated above macroscopic defects must be eliminated first in order

to achieve high levels of homogeneity. Also, processing controls must be developed to eliminate fluctuations in the

density and index of refraction during densification.

3 Successful processing controls have been achieved for organometallic derived optics up to 75 mm for Type V

silica and 100 mm for Type VI silica (Figure 3). Results from optical property measurements show no evidence of

bubbles, no striae, a superior index of refraction homogeneity of about 1-6 10-6, and very low strain birefringence of

4-6 nm/cm. These characteristics of organometallic derived sol-gel silica (Gelsil m) are equal or superior to Types

I-IV optical silicas. Figure 7a is an example of an earlier generation organometallic gel-silica monolith that was

homogeneous as a gel but developed large index of refraction gradients during densification. This type of

inhomogeneity can be eliminated, as shown in Figure 7b.I
2) Purity and Properties: Another major incentive for low temperature chemically based processing is

achieving a higher level of purity than traditional glass and ceramic processing methods. The organometallic sol-gel

3 glasses have very few cation and hydroxyl impurities. An important consequence of the elimination of impurities is

the improvement of transmission throughout the optical spectrum. Figure 8 compares the ultraviolet optical

3transmission of two commercial UV grade optical silicas (Type III) with a typical spec.irum from an organometallic

derived gel-silica (Type V). The vacuum UV cutoff wavelength is substantially improved for the gel-silica material.

Recent quantum mechanical calculations of West et al have shown that the greater transmission in the UV can be

3 attributed to a lower alkali and OH radical content in the gel-silica [I I]. Results from the quantum mechanics

6
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calculations are compared in Figure 9 with the improvement in gel-silica transmission over the last three

Ultrastructure Processing Conferences, as the OH radical content of the gel-silica glasses has been progressively

eliminated. The ultraviolet transmission of colloidal based silica is poorer than organometallic derived gel-silica due

to a higher level of impurity inherent to the alkali-silicate based colloidal process.

Elimination of OH radicals from gel-silica optics also results in elimination of absorption bands in the near

IR, as shown in Figure 10. This figure shows the difference between Type V gel-silica and Type III silica which

exhibits absorption bands at 1400 nm and 2200 nm, and a very broad absorption band at 2730 nm. Reliability of

production of low OH radical content in Type V gel-silicas (Gelsil M) has also been recently achieved.

3) Coefficient of Thermal Expansion: A very low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) is an especially

important physical characteristic of optical silica. The organometallic process leads to the production of a Type V

silica having a lower CTE than other types of silica. Figures 11 and 12 compare the thermal expansion and the CTE

values of a Type V silica (GelsilF) optics with the NBS silica reference and Type III and IV commercial silicas over

the temperature range of 25°C to 700'C. The organometallic sol-gel optical silica have lower values of thermal

expansion and CTE than the other types of silica [12].

4) As-Cast Shapes and Surface Feature : Another area of potential advantage of sol-gel optics processing is

that of obtaining net shapes and surfaces, or at least near-net shapes and surfaces, through casting sols at low

temperature into molds of predetermined configurations. Advantages offered by this type of processing are listed in

Table 3. A lightweight mirror with integrally cast face plate and honeycomb backing made by gelation of silica

organometallic precursor is shown in Figure 13. This configuration has been successfully dried and a sample of

similar size (75 mm in diameter) and shape has been successfully densified. A net shape honeycomb mirror backing

made by the colloidal route is shown in Figure 4 and a complex mold casting of colloidal silica gel-glass is shown

in Figure 5.I
Another application of net shape casting is the replication of specific surface features. For example, Figure

14 shows the surface characteristic graphs obtained on a Sloan Dektak/FLM profilometer of a plastic Fresnel lens

master and the corresponding gel-silica Fresnel lens. The lens master was machined in a polymer and the
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organometallic sol-gel silica positive replica was made by direct casting against it. Figure 15 shows a microscope

photograph of a dry organometallic sol-gel silica part. It can be seen from this photograph and the profilometry

graphs that the replication of the surface details is very good. The precision of the master was maintained through

densification into a Type V gel-silica. The advantages of the silica Fresnel lens over a polymer lens is the very low

thermal expansion coefficient and the thermal and radiation stability of the silica compared to a polymer.I
5) Porous Type VI Gel-Silica and Applications: The extremely small scale of interconnected porosity in

I organometallic derived gel-silica results in optical transparency to UV wavelengths as far as 250 nm. The transparent

porous structure can be impregnated with a second phase thereby achieving an optical composite. Examples of

optical polymers which have been put into Type VI silica (Porous Gelsilrh") are shown in Table 4. Results from

some of these studies have been discussed elsewhere [3,13]. The colloidal based silica processing produces gels with

large pore size which are not optically transparent and therefore cannot be used to make Type VI optical silica.I
3 Another unique application of the Type VI structure is to use it as the substrate for laser densification.

Optical waveguides have been made using laser writing of higher density tracks on the porous gel-silica substrate

3 [14]. The higher density tracks have a greater index of refraction than the porous matrix and therefore can serve as a

planar waveguide. The prime advantage of the laser written waveguide is that it matches the index of refraction of

I silica fiber optics, which is not the case for ion-exchanged or diffusion based waveguides.

Conclusions

3 Since the first Ultrastructure Processing Conference the progress made in sol-gel science allowed the

development of two new types of optical silica. A fully dense sol-gel derived silica, termed Type V Gel-Silica, can

I be made either with a colloidal process or an organometallic process. The colloidal method results in optically

3 opaque gels due to large pores of >200 nm in diameter with >80% porosity requiring 1500-1720'C densification

temperatures. The organometallic process results in optically transparent gels with 45% pores of only 2.5 nm in

3 diameter and require a densification temperature of only 11 500 C. An optically transparent sol-gel derived porous

silica, termed Type VI Gel-Silica can be made by the organometallic route. This new type of silica can be used for

I applications such as an optical element with a second phase impregnated within the pores or as a substrate for laser

written waveguides.
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m
The major progress was made in size scale-up. This was achieved by: 1) developing an understanding of the

chemical mechanisms involved in each of the seven sol-gel-glass processing steps, and 2) establishing careful

process controls for each processing step. It is the precise control over the chemical mechanisms and rates of

reactions that allows the production of optics of 75 and 100 mm in diameter or larger for both Type V and Type VI

m silicas respectively.

The physical properties of the organometallic derived Type V Gel-Silica are equal or superior to Types I-IV

optical silicas and include: short UV cutoff, low optical absorption throughout the spectrum, high homogeneity,

very few defects, low strain birefringence, and low coefficient of thermal expansion.U
Both the colloidal and the organometallic methods of optical gel-silica manufacture can be used to produce

complex net shapes by direct casting at ambient temperature. This unique property of the sol-gel process can be used

to make optics with special shapes and surface features such as lightweight mirrors, Fresnel lenses and aspheric

optical components.I
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I
Table 1: Features of Silica Optics

1) Excellent optical transmission from the ultraviolet

(160 nm) to near infrared wavelengths (3600 nm)

U 2) Excellent refractive index homogeneity

3) Isotropic optical properties

4) Small strain birefringence

5) Very low coefficient of thermal expansion

(CTE) of about 0.55 10-6 /0C

6) Very high thermal stability

3 7) Very high chemical durability

3 8) Small numbers of bubbles or inclusions

3 9) Ability to be polished to high standards

I
I
U
U
I
I
I
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Table 2: Nletlods of Silica Optics Manufacture

I Fused Quartz

Type 1: Electric melting of natural quartz crystals

heat
Sit 2 (quartz) ---> SiO 2 (glass)

vacuum

Type II: Flame fusion of natural quartz crystals

heat

Sit 2 (quartz) ---> Sit 2 (glass)
oxy-hydrogen

I Fused Silica

Type III: Vapor-phase hydrolysis of pure silicon tetrachloride
carried out in a flame

3 SiCI4 + 02 + 2H 2 ---> SiO (glass) + 4 HCI

Type IV: Oxidation of pure silicon tetrachloride which is fused
electrically or by means of a plasma

SiCI4 + 02 ---> Sit 2 (glass) + 2 C12

I Gel-Silica

Type V: Gelation of alkali silicate colloidal solutions
with fully densification (1500 to 1720'C)

or
Hydrolysis and condensation of organometallic precursor

with fully densification (1150 to 1200 0C)

Si(OR) 4 + 4 H2 0 ---> Si(OH) 2 + 4 (RO)

Si(OH) 4 ---> SiO 2 (dense gel-silica) + 2 (H2 0)

I Type VI: Hydrolysis and condensation of organometallic precursor
with partial densification (600 to 950'C)

Si(OR) 4 + 4 H,0 ---> Si(OH)4 + 4 (ROM

3 Si(OH) 4 ---> Sit 2 (porous gel-silica) + 2 (H2 0)

I
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i Table 3: Potential Advantages of Gel-Silica Optics

I
Net Shape/Surface Casting

- complex geometries

3 - light weight optics

- aspheric optics

3 - surface replication (e.g. Fresnel lenses)

- internal structures3 - reduced grinding
- reduced polishing

!
Improved Physical Properties (Type V)

- lower coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)

- lower vacuum ultraviolet cutoff wavelength

- higher optical transmission

- no absorption due to H-20 or OH- bands

- lower solarization

- higher homogeneity

- fewer defects

I
Transparent Porous Structures (Type VI)i

- impregnation with organic polymers

3 - graded refractive index lenses (GRIN)

- laser enhanced densification

- controlled chemical doping

- control of variable oxidation states of dopants

II
I
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Table 4: Optical Composite Mlade from Type N'T Silica (Porous GelsilTm 1)

N NON-LINEAR OPTTCAL POLYMERS

IPBT Peyeeezbshaoe
NINA [2-Methyl-4-Nitroani line]

ORGANIC FLUORS

B-PBD (2-(4'-t-Butylphienyl)-5-(4'-Biphenylyl)-1I,3,4-OxadiazoleI

P-TP [p-Terphenyl]3 P-QP [p-Quaterphenyll

I WAVELEFNGThT SHIFTER

I 3-HF [3-Hydroxyflavone]

OTHER ORGANICS

U Laser Dyes
Liquid Crystals

I1



Figure CaptionsI
Figure 1 Processing sequence for sol-gel silica optics.

Figure 2 Temperature dependence on pore network connectivity of organornctallic gel-silicas with differing mean

pore radii. Data courtesy of W. Vasconcelos, U. of Florida.

m Figure 3 Organometallic sol-gel silica monoliths: (a) Dried, (b) Porous piano-piano optical component (Type VI

Gelsil'-'), (c) Fully dense piano-piano optical component (Type V GelsilIN).

Figure 4 Lightweight mirror backing made by colloidal gel-silica process: (a) after drying, (b) after densification.

Photo courtesy of R.D. Shoup, Corning Glass Works.

Figure 5 Near net-shape colloidal gel-silica component: (a) after drying, (b) after densification. Photo courtesy of

R.D. Shoup Coming Glass Works.

I Figure 6 Bubbles in a gel-silica monolith: (a) acting as a sti. .;s riser, (b) initiating a crack, (c) initiating 3 cracks,

and (d) initiating a complex crack front.

Figure 7 Interferometry analysis of dense organometallic gel-silicas (Type V GelsiP.): (a) improperly densified

with severe index gradients, (b) ideal dcnsification with good homogeneity.

Figure 8 Ultraviolet optical transmission of a dense organometallic gel-silica (Type V Gelsil'") compared with

two commercial Type Ill silicas.

m Figure 9 Improvements in UV transmission of organometallic gel-silicas with time compared with quantum

mechanics predictions of UV cutoff wavelength.

Figure 10 Near IR transmission of a dense organometallic gel-silica (Type V GelsilP ) compared with a Type III

n silica.

3 Figure 11 Thermal expansion of a dense organometallic gel-silica (Type V Gelsil"u ) compared with NBS silica

reference and Types III and IV silicas.

I Figure 12 Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) of a dense organometallic gel-silica (Type V Gelsii M )

compared with NBS silica reference and Types III and IV silicas.
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I Figure 13 Lightweight sol-gel silica mirror with integral faceplate made by the organometallic route. Photo

courtesy of J. West, M.J.R. Wilson, J. Parramore and B.F. Zhu, U. of Florida.

Figure 14 Profilometry graphs of Frcsnel lenses: (a) Polymer master, (b) Replication in organometallic gel-silica.I
Figure 15 Microscope photograph of a dry organomctallic gel-silica Fresnel lens.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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* Gel-Silica Glass Process Sequence

* PROCESS STEPS

(! Mixing COLLOIDAL
1800 (D Casting GEL-SILICA OPTICS
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1600 (D Aging
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Figure 1: Processing sequence for sol-gel silica optics.
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Figure 4: Lightweight mirror backing made by colloidal gel-silica process: (a) after drying, (b)

after densification. Photo courtesy of R.D. Shoup, Corning Glass Works.
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Photo courtesy of R.D. Shoup Corning Glass Works.
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Figure 6: Bubbles in a gel-silica monolith: (a) acting as a stress riser, (b) initiating a
crack, (c) initiating 3 cracks, and (d) initiating a complex crack front.
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Figure 9: Improvements in UV transmission of organometallic gel-silicas with time
compared with quantum mechanics predictions of UV cutoff wavelength.
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A TOPOLOGICAL MODEL OF THE SINTERING OF SOL-GEL SILICA

W.L.VASCONCELOS, R.T.DeHOFF, LLHENCH

Department of Materials Science and Engineering,

3 University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, 32611, USA

Abstract

Topological modeling is applied to a set of silica gel monoliths made by acid catalysis of TMOS. The

samples were dried at 180 °C and partially densified in the range of 500 0C to 1150 'C. The evolution of the

ultrastructure was characterized in terms of both metric and topological parameters. Relationships between

the structural parameters and physical properties are discussed.

1. Introduction

Sol-gel research has grown markedly due to potentially unique applications for that class of materials

[1-8]. Of foremost importance in the sol-gel area is control over properties based upon knowledge of the

3 structural state. The presence of initial porosity in the gel and its change as densification proceeds is an

opportunity for control of the structure.

Since densification is the increase in bulk density that occurs in a material as a result of the decrease in

volume fraction of pores, this parameter (volume fraction, Vv) has been traditionally used to characterize a

structure during sintering. Rhines [9] added to the metric parameters the topological concepts which provide

complementary information about the sintering process [10-12]. In topological terms the densification

process can be divided into three stages, according to the genus [9] (which is defined as the maximum

number of non-self reentrant closed curves which may be constructed on the surface without dividing it into

two separate parts [10]):

3 First stage: growth of weld necks while the genus remains constant.

Second stage: the genus decreases to zero as the pores become isolated.

Third stage: the genus remains constant at zero while the number of pores goes to zero.

In this work topological concepts are used to describe the evolution of the ultrastructure of optical

components made by densification of sol-gel derived silica monoliths.

2. Topological Modeling

In order to carry out a topological evaluation of the structural changes that occur during densification,

two models are proposed. The necessity of modeling arises because of the current impracticability of

applying the technique of serial sectioning to a nanometer scale structure. The first model assumes a

prismatic geometry in which the pores are tetrahedra connected by triangular prisms (Fig.1). The second

3 model uses a cylindrical geometry (Fig.2). Correlating the volume of pores (Vv), the surface area of pores
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(Sv), the average branch size (L), and the average pore diameter (D) to a particular geometry, one obtains a

unique set of solutions that yield the number of branches (By), number of nodes (Nv), the genus (Gv), and

the coordination number of pores (CN), as shown in Figs 1 and 2. The average pore size (D) reported for the

cylindrical model is the mean lineal intercept of the pore phase [13]:

D = 4 Vv/ S v. (1

3 The prismatic model associates a volume to both the nodes and the branches of the pores, while the

cylindrical model considers that all the volume is associated with the branches which form the porosity

[14].

3. Experimental Procedure

Samples of silica-gel monoliths were prepared using TMOS, DI-water, and acid catalyzed by HNO 3. After

aging at 60 0C for 23 h and at 75 0C for 23 h, the samples were dried at 115 °C for 93 h and at 180 0C for

12 h. The samples were densified in a dry-air (< 3 ppm H2 0) atmosphere at temperatures in the range of

3 500 °C to 1100 'C and in a chlorine atmosphere at 1150 °C. The (densification) heating rate was 20 °C/h

and the maximum temperature was held for 1 h before cooling to room temperature .

After the densification experiments the samples were tested in an automatic N2 adsorption apparatus,

Autosorb-6 (Quantachrome), for pore volume and area of pores. The true density was obtained in a Helium

micropycnometer (Quantachrome). Four point flexural testing was performed in a MTS-810/442 mechanical

tester in ambient air at a cross head speed of 0.016 mm/min with a gauge length of 4 cm. Details of these

and other tests, photographs of samples, and description of other topological models are in ref.14.

4. Results and Discussion

As shown in Fig.3, the models assume 4 as the average coordination number of pores (CN) in the dried

stage. That initial stage usually corresponds to a maximum number of branches, nodes, and genus. In a

3 sol-gel processed material the interconnected structure is developed during gelation, aging, and drying

[15-17]. In topological terms these processes correspond to the first stage of densification. As the genus3 decreases, during the second stage of densification, the number of nodes remains constant and the number of

branches decreases. The pyramidal model (Fig.3a) assumes that when CN reaches 2, further elimination of

3 branches leads to disappearance of nodes, and therefore both Bv and N v decrease, keeping CN constant at 2

during the third stage of densification. At this stage G v is equal to 1 and it is kept constant during the third

3 stage. The cylindrical model assumes a constant number of nodes for the entire process, and the

coordination number varies from 4 to 0, as shown in Fig.3b. Both models can be incorporated in a

3 generalized model (141 considering the zeroth Betti number (number *of separate parts, Pv) in the

expression Gv=Bv-Nv+Pv. During the third stage of densification, as the number of nodes and branches

3 decrease, CN actually goes to zero. The temperatures indicated in Fig.3a correspond to the processing

temperatures of the silica-gels.
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The temperature dependence of the structural evolution is shown in Fig.4. Both models show the tendency

towards decrease in genus and number of pores at increasingly higher temperatures. The models indicate the

limit temperature for the beginning of the third stage of densification in the range of 1000 0C to 1150 °C.

Despite differences in the numeric values of Nv , Gv , and B v associated with the pyramidal and cylindrical

models, they describe the structure in a very similar way, which is consistent with a topological

* description.

Because the number of nodes is constant during the second stage and the genus is constant during the third

3 stage of densification, the number of branches seems to be a convenient parameter to follow the evolution of

the structure. In order to make it numerically easier to compare the different topological states a

topological index (fraction of removed branches) is defined as follows:

3= 1 - (Bv / BV0 ), (2)

where Bv corresponds to the number of branches of an arbitrary reference state. If the dried state is

chosen as reference, 1 for the dried sample is zero and B for the fully dense material is equal to 1. Thus the

topological index B can be associated with the densification process changing from 0 to 1 with time. The rate

of topological change will therefore be d1/dt.

The choice of the initial coordination number (CN° ) does not affect the evaluation of B v, but it influences

the numerical values of Nv and Gv. B for the beginning of the third stage of densification is given by [14]:

3B(Gv=O) = 1 - (2 I CN°). (3)

However a sensitivity analysis of the topological models shows that variations in CN ° (from 3 to 24), do

not affect the description of the structural evolution in a fundamental manner [14], and the CN ° of 4 used in

this work seems to be a convenient factor, besides representing a coordination thermodynamically and

geometrically feasible.

The variation of flexural strength as a function of Vv shows relatively scattered data (Fig.5a). The

flexural strength correlates better with B, as shown in Fig.5b (for cylindrical model).

The application of the cylindrical topological model to structures of different pore sizes (24 A and 64 A

average diameter) is shown in Fig.6. While Bv for 24 A structures decreases sharply after about 800 °C,

U B V for the 64 A structure remains roughly the same (in fact it increases slightly) over a much broader

temperature range. An explanation for the apparently larger thermal stability of the large pore size

structure is the smaller driving force for sintering associated with the smaller pore-solid surface area

present in the large pore structure. The shape of the curves in Fig.6 is influenced by variations in the true

density with temperature, as described elsewhere [14].

Much larger structures (Gv - 106 cm3), such as those studied by Rhines and DeHoff [11], show similar

I paths of topological evolution during densification (particularly a decrease in Gv as Vv decreases) indicating

the broad spectrum of applications of the topological concepts. The path of microstructural evolution as seen

in Fig.7 for silica-gel is also similar to the path associated with the sintering of larger structures (11].
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5. Conclusion

3 Application of topological modeling to the densification of sol-gel derived nanometer scale structures

reveals the same principles as determined for the sintering of larger scale powder structures. The

* topological evolution of the structure can be related to physical properties and presents potentially useful

information which is complementary to the traditional metric parameters.
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I ABSTRACT

For many years the market share maintained by U.S. optics manufacturers has been declining continuously caused in part by
intense competition principally from countries in the Far East, and in part by the lack of a highly trained cadre of opticians
to replace the current generation.
This fact could place in jeopardy the defense system of the United States in case of international war. For example, in 1987,
optical glass component imports accounted for zpproximately 50 percent of the Department of Defense (DOD) consumption.
GELTECIt's sol-gel technology is a new process for making a high quality optical glass nd components for commercial and
military uses. This technology offers in addition to being a local source of optics, the possibility to create new materials for
high-tech optical applications, and the elimination of the major part of grinding and polishing for which the skill moved off-
shore.
This paper presents a summary of the sol-gel technology for the manufacture of high quality optical glass and components.
Properties of pure silica glass made by sol-gel process (Type V and Type VI silicas) are given and include: ultraviolet, visible
and near infrared spectrophotomery, optical homogeneity and thermal expansion. Many applications such as near net shape
casting or Fresnel lens surface replication are discussed. Several potential new applications offered by the sol-gel technology
such as organic-inorganic composites for non linear optics or scintillation detection are also reported in this paper.

1. SOME TRENDS OF THE U.S. OPTICAL INDUSTRY

In 1985, the optics production capacity for defense applications was estimated to be able to supply 87 percent of the opticalI component military needs but the production capacity was dropping regularly by over 20 percent per year. The possibility to
reverse this trend and to increase the production capacity of U.S. manufacturers looked difficult and long, due to shortages of
skilled opticians and long lead times for raw materials.

In 1987, the Department of Defense's Joint Logistics Commanders anticipated in peacetime a requirement of approximately
100,000 optical components per month of the types used for airect applications in military systems. 1 in case of
mobilization, the requirement for military optical components were found to be much greater.

The same year, optical glass component imports already accounted for more than 50 percent of the Department of Defense
(DOD) consumption. The potential of converting commercial production capacity to military production appeared inadequate
to support the rapid increase in optical elements needed to meet emergency defense requirements and would ruin the
development of the commercial optical industry.

3 During the last few years the increasing need of optical elements was boosting the imports from all over the world with a
large predominance from the small countries of the Pacific Rim (Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia, Hong-Kong) where labor rates are
perhaps one-tenth those of the U.S..

Figure 1 presents the trends of imports and exports of all optical elements over a time period from 1978 to 1986. This
figure shows that the imports increased by more than a factor 2 over a few years while the exports were decreasing slightly.
This means that the U.S. manufacturer share of the market of optical components was decreasing drastically over the years.
This trend applies for all optical market segments such as for example laser applications and figure 2 presents the estimated
sources of laser optics by world regions. It was estimated in 1984 that 62 percent of the laser optics used in the U.S. were
from domestic source, the projection for 1990 predicts a U.S. market share of about only 37 percent. 2 Because the need for
this type of optical component is expected to increase by over 40 percent, the decrease in market share becomes even more
dramatic.I
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I Today, most optical companies are reliant to some degree, between 36 and 70 percent function of the type of components, on
imports of materials, parts and production equipment. In general, imports are used because of three main reasons:
availability of materials or equipment, lower prices, and sole sources due to the extinction of U.S. suppliers or the set up of
subsidiaries in the Far East in an attempt to reduce production costs and increase competitiveness.

Every phase of the business from raw materials to finished optical products has been impacted. For the past few years more
than 70 percent of the glass used by U.S. optical component producers were imported and this percentage is expected to
increase in the near future. The percentage of optical components from overseas rises up to 98 percent for some specific
optical applications. Another consequence of these circumstances is that the overall employment in the optical industry has
declined by over 40 percent in only five years.

In summary, the need of optical compments in the United States is growing very rapidly but the market share maintained by
U.S. optical manufacturers has been dxlining continuously for many years caused in part by intense competition principally
from countries in the Far East and in part by the lack of a highly trained cadre of opticians to replace the current generation.
The requirement of large imports of military optical components represents a real threat which could place in jeopardy the
defense system of the United State.

Today the U.S. optical manufacturers have to try to reverse these trends and have to define new strategies for the future if
they want to keep or increase their market share, and at the same time decrease the dependency of the U.S. on foreignf suppliers. An identification of the key elements in the optical industry is at this point necessary to understand better the
factors leading to the decline of the U.S. optical industry.

The manufacture of optical components involves three broadly defined stages of production. The first stage is the raw glass
production mainly by melting various raw materials in high temperature furnaces. The second stage begins with the
annealing of the blocks, slabs or gobs manufactured in stage I and continues with the cutting, slicing and even pressing of
the raw glass to produce blanks or preforms. Both stages are capital intense operations and require large volume production
to achieve cost economies. The third stage of optical element production is the finishing stage. It is a very labor intense
stage which requires special skilled personnel and represents up to 80-90 percent of the component cost. At this stage the
blanks are ground to near net shape and further polished to the adequate standard for each specific optical application. The
process to manufacture optical elements is in fact high capital and high labor intense operations. Today the U.S. equipment
park is old and the skilled personnel is not replaced after retirement. To be competitive on the market place very large
investments (equipment and personnel) are an indispensable necessity but with the purchasing of large quantities of optical
components offshore, domestic manufacturers could not generate enough profits to modernize their capital equipment and
simultaneously form an apprenticeship program to develop a new generation of opticians. This route, to be very successful
in the optical industry, looks very difficult and many companies are investigating other alternatives.

Some companies are doing very well in the optical busin-ss because they deelopcd a specialty in a high-tech segment of the
market and they are trying to stay in front of the progress. Examples of high-tech segments include laser development,
infrared materials and optoelectronic applications. Other small companies are devoting their effort to develop niche
marketing applications but they are always vulnerable to smaller and more aggressive niche marketers.

Another way to be successful in the optical application business is to look for new technologies such as sol-gel processes,
diamond turning, gradient index optics, replication, molding, and other novel solutions. In this paper we will focus on Sol-
Gel Technology as a new manufacturing process which can offer smart solutions to the crucial problem of the U.S. optical
component manufacture industry. This work addresses in particular the manufacture of pure silica for commercial andi military optical applications.

2. SOL-GFL TECHNOLOGY BACKGROIND

The sol-gel technology for forming glasses and glass-ceramics received a great deal of attention during the last two or three
decades because of the recognized advantages inherent in the method. 3 -5 The three main advantages of the sol-gel process
are:

I 3



I I 1. The possibility of obtaining glasses difficult to prepare with a high degree of homogeneity by conventional methods of
fusion. The good homogeneity is obtained at the beginning of the process by mixing the different liquid precursors together
at relatively low temperature. This mixing allows an homogeneity of the various elements at a molecular level and this
homogeneity can be kept in many cases through the complete processing.

2. The possibility of obtaining high purity due to the chemical aspects of the raw materials which can be supplied in an
electronic grade for the majority of them.

3. The potential of molding to near net shape by casting at low temperatures the sol into molds of predetermined shapes.

i The first two advantages allows for the preparation of excellent materials for high-tech applications such as advanced optics,
optoclectronic devices and tailored ceramics. The third advantage allows for the preparation of parts at lower manufacturing
costs and opens the possibility of the manufacture of elements with special surface features. Table I shows a list of
potential advantages offered by the sol-gel technology toward the preparation of glasses and glass ceramics.

Table 1. Some advantages of the sol-gel processing

Better homogeneity
Better purity

Lower temperature of preparation
New noncrystalline solids

New crystalline solids
Special products such as films

Near net shape casting
Surface feature optics

I The sol-gel process can be divided in three main steps:

1. Gel formation.
2. Drying.
3. Consolidation (densification, sintering),

In the first step, the necessary ingredients are mixed to produce a sol. By destabilization or hydrolysis and polycondensation
of the sol, the three dimensional network of the future glass is formed and the solution sets into a stiff gel called wet gel.
After an aging step necessary to develop the formation of the initial texture of the material, the aged wet gel is dried. ThisIcrucial step consists of eliminating the interstitial liquid from the gel body. This induces a drastic modification of the texture
of the gel which leads often to the destruction of the monolith aspect of the material. The dry gel is then heat-treated to
convert the porous solid into an homogeneous glass free of porosity.

I The sol-gel technology is very complex and many processes have been developed for very specific applications. The
following parts of this paper address the production of pure gel-silica monolithic glass for optics applications.

3. GEL-SILICA PROCESS

A large amount of the optics used in the world are made in pure silica glass because of its very good optical transmission,
refractive index homogeneity, low coefficient of thermal expansion, very good thermal and chemical stability, and its ability
to be polished to high standards.

There are presently four major methods of manufacturing silica optics. The first two methods involve melting at high
temperatures natural quartz crystals. These processes produce Type I and Type II Fused Quartz which provides for average
optical properties due to substantial amounts of cation and hydroxyl impurities, defects, seeds, bubbles, inclusions, and
microcrystallites.

I
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The other two processes produce Type Ill and Type IV Fused Silicas. They are made by vapor-phase hydrolysis and oxidation
of pure silicon tetrachloride respectively. The higher purity of the raw materials allows cation impurity contents
substantially lower than in fused quartz. These two processes lead to a higher quality of glass than Types I and II but do not
permit the direct manufacture of neat net shape optics. 6

The sol-gel processing of pure silica glass has the potential of producing a high quality optical glass due to the high purity
of raw materials and at the same time the production of near net shape parts which require a minimum of finishing.

The pure silica sol-gel process described in this paper includes several steps: mixing, casting, gelation, aging, drying,
densification, and requires total control of each process variable to be successful. Figure 3 gives a synoptic of the entire gel-
silica process.I
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Fig. 3. Gel-silica process sequence

Alkoxide silicon precursors are choosing over colloidal suspension raw materials because of their higher level of purity.
Typical silica precursors are tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) and tetramethylorthosilicate (TMOS) which can be produced in
the USA in various levels of purity. The silica sol is prepared by adding the silica precursor to deionized wafer. Hydrolysis
of the silica precursor and condensation reactions occur during this mixing step:

Hydrolysis: Si(OR) 4 + 4 H2 0 -> Si(OI) 4 + 4 ROH (I)

Condensation: Si(OH)4  -> SiO 2 (gel) + 2 H2 0 (2)

5
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After complete homogeneity of the sol is reached, the solution is cast into molds of specific shapes. The polycondensation
reaction continues and the silica particles randomly link together and form a three-dimensional network. This mechanism
increases the viscosity, the sol loses its freedom of movement and becomes a rigid, wet gel having the shape and surface
quality of the mold. This phenomena is called gelation.

During the aging step, the polycondensation reaction continues to build the glass network giving at the same time enough
strength to the gel to resist and support without cracking the tremendous stresses developed during the drying step. During
this drying step, the by-products of the hydrolysis and condensation reactions are eliminated and the final product is an
ultraporous monolithic body with the shape and surface details of the original mold.

The last step of this process corresponds to the densification of the dried gel via elimination of the porosity by heat
treatment. During the first part of this densification treatment (up to 600'C) the organic impurities present in the pore of the
gel are eliminated in order to leave a pure silica material which can be heated up for full densification after an additional
dehydration period. This dehydration treatment is necessary to drop the residual hydroxyl group content lower than 5 ppm in
the fully dense pure gel-silica glass (Type V). When the process of densification is stopped before reaching complete3 densification, a partially dense pure gel-silica glass (Type VI) is produced and can be used for some very novel applications as
described below.

'The glasses manufactured by this specific process developed in GELTECH, Inc. are identified as Dense GelsiFm (Type V
silica) and Porous Gelsili m (Type VI silica) for the fully dense and partially dense glass respectively. Details of the
production processes of these two gel-silicas were published elsewhere.

3 4. PROPERTIES AND APPLICATIONS OF GEL-SILICAS

4.1 Properties of dense gel-silica (Type V Silica)7

One of the primary reasons for use of alkoxide derived silica glass is an improvement of purity and homogeneity. The high
purity of the raw materials in addition to a lower temperature process have permitted the manufacture of gel-silica glass with
a very high optical transmission throughout the optical spectrum and in particular an outstanding ultraviolet transmission
cut-off. Figure 4(a) presents a comparison of the optical transmission in the ultraviolet wavelength range for Type V silica
and a Type III silica available on the market. Figure 4(b) shows the elimination of the absorption bands in the near infraredI for Type V silica in comparison with Type III silica which exhibits peaks at 1400 nm and 2200 nm, and a very broad
absorption band at 2730 nm.

The quality of the raw material in addition to a very well controlled process allows for the manufacture of glass with an index
of refraction homogeneity of about I-6x10 "6 , no evidence of bubbles, no striae, very low strain birefringence of 4-6 nm/cm,
and very low residual hydroxyl group concentration.

A very low coefficient of thermal expansion and very good thermal stability are also important physical properties for puresilica optical glass. The alkoxide derived process leads to the manufacture of Type V silica having a lower expansion thanthe National Institute of Standa "Is and Technology (NIST) silica standard and Types III and IV commercial silicas over the

temperature range of 25XC to 700'C as shown in figure 5. Figure 6 shows the good thermal stability of Type V silica over
the same range of temperature.

The overall properties measured on alkoxide derived Type V silica are generally equivalent to or superior to the best grades of
Types I to IV commercial optical silicas. This Type V silica represents a potential alternative to all the different types of
pure silica commercially available today and used for civilian or military applications. The Type V silica production is not
an equipment or labor intensive operation, does not require any special equipment available only from overseas, and decreases
part of the dependency of the United States on foreign suppliers.

!6
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I 4.2 Properties of porous eel-silica (Type VI Silical8

An important feature of the alkoxide derived silica process is that with sufficient control of the kinetics and ultrastructure, it
is possible to produce an optically transparent pure silica which has a substantial residual porous volume (Type VI silica).
This Type VI silica is transparent because the pores have a very small average diameter of about 2.5 nm and do not induce
too much light scattering. The transmission spectra of a porous gel-silica is shown in figure 7. This spectrum shows that
the samples still transmits 50 percent of light at wavelength as low as 290-300 nm, and displays the typical absorption
bands principally due to the residual hydroxyl groups and their overtones.

The properties of this material are a function of the final maximum temperature of densification. This feature in addition to
the possibility to be able to change the pore diameter during the process allows for the manufacture of tailored porous gel-
silica for specific applications.

There is very little change in the average diameter of the interconnected pores during the densification but their number
decreases rapidly as the temperature increases. Consequently the ultrastructure and physical properties of the gel change
dramatically during the consolidation treatmenL Figure 8 shows the decrease in total porous volume and specific surface
area, determined by quantitative nitrogen absorpdon-desorption measurements, of gel-silica samples over a temperature range
of 200'C and 900'C. Figure 9 presents the increase in bulk density and microhardress over the same range of temperature.

For a practical range of densification temperature from 600C to 900'C, the porous gel-silica presents the following ranges
of characteristics:

Total pore volume: 0.4 to 0.2 cc/g
Specific surface area: 620 to 290 sq. m/g
Bulk density: 1.3 to 1.5 g/cub. cm

Microiardness: 100 to 285 Kg/sq. mm

I
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The physical properties of porous gel-silica (Type VI) described above are attractive for many potential applications. The
low density can be interesting for lightweight optical component applications. The interconnected residual porosity of the
components makes them desirable for thermally cooled optics or for molecular filtration devices. This type of porous glass
can be used as substrates for diffusion to produce graded refractive index optics (GRIN) or as substrates for silica waveguides.
The type of applications where the most investigations were accomplished is for the production of composites by doping or
impregnation of a second phase into the interconnected pore network. This technique allows the production of nano-scale
composites because of the size of the pore of about 2 to 10 nanometers in diameter. Many composites had already been
prepared and successfully tested at laboratory scale. These composites include the impregnation of the porous gel-silica
matrices with organic fluors, wavelength shifters9 , non-linear optical polymers or compounds, laser dyes, liquid crystals, etc.
Details of properties and specific potential applications of porous gel-silica are published elsewhere. 10

Another unique application of Type VI silica is for pure silica optical waveguide substrates.1 1 By laser densification, optical
waveguides have been made using laser writing of higher density tracks on the porous gel-silica substrate. The higher
density tracks have a greater index of refraction than the porous matrix and therefore can serve as a planar waveguide. The
major advantage of this type of waveguide is that it matches the index of refraction of silica fiber optics, which is not the
case for ion-exchanged or diffusion based waveguides.

This Type VI porous silica represents a new material with tremendous potential possibilities of developments for optical and
optoelectronic applications.

I 5. AS-CAST SHAPES AND SURFACE FEATURES

Another area of potential advantage of sol-gel optics processing is that of obtaining net shapes and surfaces, or at least near-
net shapes and surfaces, directly through casting sols at low temperature into molds of predetermined configurations.

As explained in the first part of this paper, the grinding and polishing of a lens from the raw glass represents up to 80-90

* 10I ,
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I Ipercent of its cost. If this third stage of the optics manufacture could be eliminated the production cost of optical
components would be dramatically reduced. The concept of grinding and polishing elimination is already used for
manufacture by the pressing of lenses, but this technique can be used only for low temperature glasses and low quality
optics, and definitely not for pure silica and high quality components. However, it is for the pure silica glass and high
quality components that the cost of grinding and polishing is the most expensive.

5Te concept of casting to shape is an old concept used all around us for the manufacture of many products but its application
to the sol-gel process is a challenge due to the high level of shrinkage, the fragility of the gel during the first steps of the
process, and the relatively high temperature of the densification. The complexity of this process requires control and a high3 understanding of each process variable. The synoptic of the casting to shape concept is presented in figure 10.

, OPTICS CONCEPTION

* LENS DESIGN

i "" MOLD DESIGN

0

I -

I
I SOL-GEL PROCESSING
C-)

PROTOTYPE PRODUCTION I

-- QUALITY CONTROLI __ __ __ _ __ __ __ _

PRODUCTION

3 Fig. 10. The different steps of the casting to shape concept

The first stcp of the casting to shape processing is the design of a mold from the design of the lens to produce. This design
is done based on a multitude of data on Lhe shrinkage of the gel during the process as a function of its shape and itsdimensions (diameter, thickness, radius of curvature, etc.). All this data on shrinkage is necessary to build a computer model
and reduce the number of iterations to achieve the production of parts with the initial dimensional tolerances.

The second step consists of modifying the sol-gel process to be able to age, dry and densify the gel without cracking after
casting the sol into the manufactured mold.

Each different optical component requires the design of a specific mold and an adaption of the sol-gel process. But these

operations have to be done only once and their cost amortized over a large number of parts, whereas the cost of grinding and
polishing is directly proportional to the number produced.

I
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Fig. 11. Piano/convex gel-silica lenses (Dried and dense)

F igure I11 shows the photograph of piano-convex lenses produced by casting to shape without any additional processing.

Their dimensions are in good agreement with the dimensional limits of commercial lenses.

S This concept of casting to shape is even more important and more economic when the optical element presents a complex

shape such as aspheric or cylindrical. The advantages of near net shape casting includes the ability to form internal cavities
S using a modification of the normal sol-gel process.

Another application of net shape casting is the replication of specific surface features. For example, Fresnel lens were
manufactured by directly casting the so] into a mold having a surface with the negative indentation of the surface to
reproduce. Microscopy and profilometry shown that the replication of the surface details is good and was maintained through

full densification. Tihe advantages of the silica Fresnel lens over a polymer lens is the very good chemical and thermal
stability in addition to superior optical properties. The surface feature replication is a new possibility for optical

S components and will offer many new developments for optics and optoelectronic applications.

6. CONCLUSIONS

I The trends of the optical industry shows that the market share maintained by U.S. manufacturers has been declining

continuously and dramatically over the years, With the increasing need of optical components and the tremendous level of
imports to fill this need, Ile dependency of the U.S. to foreign suppliers, especially for defense applications, represents a real

S threat.

The sol-gel technology can represent a good alternative by offering the U.S. a source of high quality optical components.

I'Tis technology in not as capital and labor intensive as the convntional manufacturing proc~ess and should allow U.S. soi-

gel optics producers to set up easily production facilities and to be competitive enough to reverse todays trends.

I
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The specific sol-gel process described in this paper allows the production of a dense gel-silica (Type V) with excellent
optical, physical and structural characteristics, generally equivalent to or superior to the best grades of commercial available
Type I to IV optical silicas. In addition this process permits the production of a new material called porous gel-silica (Type
VI) which presents good optical and physical properties, and could be used for many novel applications.

Both Types V and VI silica offer the advantage of near net shape casting and surface feature replication which can eliminate toIa large extent the need of grinding and polishing, and the production of optics with surface details such as Fresnel lens.

Even though new technologies such as sol-gel process are under investigation in order to try reverse actual optical market
trends, it is easy to prognosticate that domestic manufacturers can look forward to at least a few more painful years. The
future of the optical business will certainly be challenging.
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POROUS GEL SILICA, A MATRIX FOR OPTICALLY ACTIVE COMPONENTS

I
Jean-Luc R. Nogu~s and William V. MoresheadU
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Abstract

3 The sol-gel process has been used to prepare optically active components in a silica matrix. In

most cases this involves introducing an optically active material such as an organic dye into the

3 initial sol prior to gelation. An alternative sol-gel route involves first the preparation of porous,

pure silica monoliths which can then be impregnated with the desired organic or inorganic material.

3 Critical to the usefulness of this material is a knowledge of the properties, such as thermal stability,

UV/vis/nlR spectra and pore size. In this paper tile structural evolution of these porous silica

I monoliths prepared by the sol-gel process is presented as a function of process temperature.

Sample preparation and thermal treatments are briefly described, and results of sample

characterizations are given in detail. Results of this study and their implications for the usefulness

of the materials will be discussed.

Subject index codes: a2, dl0, o7, s5, s9.

I 1. Introduction

I Over the past several years there has been an increasing interest in sol-gel techniques for the

manufacture of glasses, glass-ceramics and ceramics. This new route has been utilized for a

I variety of products ranging from optical fibers and lenses to special coatings and to production of

ultra-pure powders.

3 The purpose of this paper is to focus in a first part on the processing and the properties of porous

gel-silica glass monoliths to be used as matrix for the preparation of optically active components

3 and new kinds of optical devices. This new material presents many properties of the dense pure

silica glass but presents in addition many unique characteristics which could lead to very special

3 and novel developments in optics. Several applications such as microoptical arrays, scintillation

detectors and optical waveguides are briefly described in the second part of this paper.3

I



2. Porous gel-silica matrix preparation, processing, and properties

2.1. Experimental

Porous gel-silica samples used in this study were manufactured by hydrolyzing a silica precursor,

tetramethylorthosilicate (TMOS, Petrarch, Inc.) with deionized water. After complete

homogenization this sol was cast into 60 mm polystyrene petri dishes to gel and age. The wet gel

3 was then dried to give a transparent gel-silica monolith.

Further heat treatment was done in static air to study the evolution in gel properties with

I temperature. The rate of heating was selected low enough to maintain the monolithic aspect of the

gels and to avoid a temperature gradient inside the sample which can cause heterogeneity in gel3 properties. Isotherms at 620C and 800C were observed to evacuate solvent and by-products

from the gel structure, and to observe the evolution in sample properties during a soak. Samples

were removed from the furnace at a given temperature and quenched in air at room temperature.

Shrinkage during densification was measured in static air using a Dupont 943 Thermomechanical

analyzer (TMA). The heating rate was 0.5CC/min.

The textural characteristics were measured using an Autosorb-6 from Quantachrome Corporation.

The results were analyzed according to the BET theory and a cylindrical pore model was used for

I the calculations of the pore radius distribution.

The density measurements were done on oven-dried samples using a specific gravity bottle with

3 mercury as the fluid.

The microhardness was measured using a LECO Model-700 Microhardness Tester with a diamond

I Vickers indenter.

UV-vis-nIR spectra were recorded on a Lambda-9 Spectrophotometer from Perkin-Elmer.I
2.2. Results and Discussion

3 Figure 1 presents the TMA thermogram of a dry gel monolith between room temperature and

685'C, the maxinmm temperature of the equipment. The heat treatment cycle was repeated three

I times without removing the sample from the cell, and with recalibration of the zero position before

each cycle.

3 After the first cycle to 685C the sample underwent a net shrinkage of 8.4% after returning to room

temperature. After the second cycle the shrinkage was not negligible but was greatly reduced

3 (0.5%). A third cycle result(ed in a total shrinkage of 0.2%.

I2
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I These results lead to an important conclusion regarding the usefulness of these materials as porous

3 matrixes: further heating to a temperature close to, equal to, or higher than the maximum

temperature to which the gel has been previously heated will induce new variations in the structure

of the gel-silica. However, a sample can be considered to be thermally stable at temperatures well

below this maximum temperature.

3 Changes in other gel characteristics and properties measued for this study during densification are

in good agreement. The results are summarized in table 1. These changes are smooth and regular

3 as the treatment temperature is increased to 950'C. At this temperature the behavior of the gel

changes drastically and the material loses its characteristics for porous matrix applications.

3 Although the magnitude of the changes are greater for the soak at 620C than for the soak at 800'C,

the trends were similar.

Tile transmission spectra of samples stabilized at 620, 900 and 950C show the well-known

absorption bands due to the silanol groups (Si-Oil) and the molecular water (figure 2).f 1-3] With

3 the stabilization temperature increasi.ig, two phenomena occur: I) the absorption bands decrease in

intensity corresponding to the release of "water" by the sample, and 2) the transmission cutoff in

I the ultraviolet range shifts to lower wavelengths. For the sample stabilized at 9501C the spectrum

presents only the major absorption bands of the Si-Ol I.

Figure 3 shows the variation of the tall radical concentration in tile gel as a function of

temperature. The calculation of this OH radical content was done using a formula derived from the

one used for 01 content determination in silica glasses 141 and applied to th.0 absorption band at

1.36 lpm of the first overtone of the fundamental absorption peak of Si-Ol groups (2.73 .tm).

Since the extinction coefficient is not presently available to quantify the water content using this

I band, the results are plotted in arbitrary units. However, this figure shows that the OH radical

content in the gel decreases rapidly with increasing temperature

The data collected in this study allow tile definition of three different sequences during the sintering

treatment.

I 1) Between room temperature and 9009C there is a continuous evolution of the gel

properties. This evolution is faster for the higher temperatures, especially between 8009C and

900C. This evolution occurs mainly by loss of water. The specific surface area and the total pore

volurrve, decrease as a result of condensation reactions which cause the network to become more

3 and more interconnected without causing any chanw,c in the calculated average pore radius (figure

I



I 4). As interconnectivity increases the bulk density and microhardness increase by the same trend,

as expected (Table 1). The trend in microhardness is illustrated in figure 3.

2) Between 900'C and 950'C the densification takes place more rapidly since the viscosity

of the material is low enough to allow viscous sintering. Measured changes are much more

dramatic.

3) Above 950'C, pores remaiining in the sample begin to close resulting in bioating of the

sample. At this stage the sample loses its transparency, its homogeneity and its ability to be used

as porous matrix for optical components.

The ultrastructure data also shows that the sintering of this particular type of gel silica occurs

3 without variation of the average pore size, maintaining or enhancing the optical transmission of the

porous sample.I
3. Potential applications of porous gel-silica matrices

SThe properties and characteristics of porous gel-silica, in particular porosity and transmission,

make this material adequate for the development of new types of optical elements.[5] The porous

3 phase of this gel-silica matrix can be filled with a second phase with very special properties to

produce a composite material. The completely open porosity and the very small size of the pores

allow the production of a nano-scale composite with good macro homogeneity. The doping phase

can be either an inorganic material such as metallic cations or an organic compound which leads to

3 the preparation of organic/inorganic composites. Examples of these two types of applications is

briefly desci ibed below, as well as a possible direct application of the porous gel-silica matrix.

3.1. Microoptical arrays [61

The basic components for digital optics have been identified as modulator and detector arrays,

which in many cases require microlens arrays for imaging. Stacked planar optics is an attractive

technology for digital optics, and can be used for many possible applications, such as optical

3 computing, camera auto focus modules, or imaging bar lenses in photocopiers.

The basic unit of the array is the individual microlens which is a region with an index gradient

i embedded in a glass substrate as a result of selective doping. The actual manufacture of this type

of lens is difficult and often leads to optical aberrations, limiting the numbe" of components which

3 may be stacked together.

*4
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I Sol-gel technology offers the possibility to minimize spatial aberration by doping a porous gel-

silica matrix or preform. The porous gel-silica is doped selectively with polarisable ions, e.g.

Ba2+ , or glass structure modifiers, e.g. Pb 2+, and the dopant elements are trapped in the glass by

subsequent densification to form a microlens array.

3.2. Scintillations detectors [71

Organic plastic scintillators have been used for particle detection for about thirty years. They have

two advantages: 1) Fluorescence decay times as short as 1 nanosecond, and 2) Light output

proportional to energy deposition in the detector. It is well known, however, that plastic

scintillators are rather sensitive to ambient radiation which results in strong absorption of light for

doses as small as 105 rd.

Scintillating glasses have been developed slowly over the last twenty five years but neve- came into

general use as particle detectors. Because of the high temperature used in the production of glass,

organic fluors were excluded as dopants and only inorganic dopants such as cerium and terbium

oxides could be used. The advantages of scintillating glasses are that they are heavier and less

sensitive to radiation than plastic scintillators. On the other hand, their fluorescence decay times

* have been found to be rather long.

To meet the present day rate and radiation dose requirements it would be desirable to have a

3 scintillator with the high radiation resistance of pure silica glass and the short fluorescence decay

time of organic fluors. Because of the high radiation resistance of silica, sol-gel technology opens

the exciting possibility of doping glass with fast organic fluors which would provide an important

advancement in particle detection. Although the sol-gel scintillators produced to date are far from

3 being optimized, the first results prove the feasibility of producing a fast, radiation hard scintillator

using the sol-gel process.I
3.3. Optical waveguides

3 Optical waveguides on a glass substrate represent the basis for passive components such as

multiplexers, couplers, or wavelength filters used in integrated optical applications for optical

* communication and sensors.

Various techniques for fabricating glass waveguides have been reported in the literature and

include: techniques such as sputtering, ion implantation, ion-exchange, and chemical vapor
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m deposition. Today, these last two techniques are the most successful. The ideal would be

waveguides made in silica substrates, preferably without any dopant for tailoring the index profile,

and maintaining the monolithic nature of the devices.

The sol-gel technology leading to the manufacture of porous gel-silica matrix offers a possible

substrate for waveguides. Two approaches can be pursued. First, the selective doping of the

substrate using controlled diffusion in the porous silica in order to change the refractive index of

the material. Second, the local heating of some selected portion of the substrate to increase the

density and index of refraction of the glass.[8] By CO2 laser densification, optical waveguides

have been made using laser writing of higher density tracks on porous gel-silica substrate.[9]3 It was demonstrated that both of these techniques can induce the index of refractive changes of the

right magnitude to fabricate single mode waveguides. The second technique presents the3 possibility to produce ideal pure silica waveguide. The major advantage of this type of waveguide

is that it matches the index of refraction of silica fiber optics, which is not the case for ion-

exchanged or diffusion based waveguides.

The technique of doping a pure gel-silica matrix with inorganic or organic compounds is not3 restricted to the applications described in this paper, but can be used for the preparation of a wide

variety of optically active materials, such as optical filters [10], dye lasers, non linear optic

3 components, optical data storage media, and many others.

I 4. Conclusion

This study showed that it is possible to produce stabilized sol-gel monoliths with a range of

I properties, and free of organic residues. The sintering of this type of gel silica occurs in roughly

three stages, with the last resulting in pore closure and ultimate destruction of the sample above

about 950'C. If heating is stopped prior to this a semi-stable, porous, gel-silica matrix can be

produced. Demonstration of possible applications of such a matrix, such as microlens arrays,

scintillating detectors, and waveguides have been reported.
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Table Caption

I. Properties and characteristics of porous gel-silica monoliths vs densification temperature

Figure Captions

1. Thermomechanical analysis of a porous gel-silica monolith

2. Optical transmission of gel-silica monolith vs densification temperature

3. OH Radical Content ([OH]) and Sample Microhardness (SMH) vs Densification Temperature

4. Specific Surface Area (SSA) and Total Pore Volume (TPV) vs Densification Temperature
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Silica Optics Manufacture Via Sol-Gel Technology

J.L. Nogubs, C. Balaban, W.V. Moreshead, R.S. Sheu

GELTECII, Inc, One Progress Blvd., Box 18, Alachua, Fl 32615

I Abstract

GELTECH, Inc. is a small company founded to develop and market products using sol-gel

technology initiated at the University of Florida. The results of research and development efforts at
GELTECH are briefly reviewed here with an emphasis on properties and potential applications of

both porous and dense gel-silicas.

1. Introduction

In recent years sol-gel technology has received much attention from both universities
and the private sector. For an overall background on sol-gel technology see
references I to 3. Some of the advantages of sol-gel include the potential for greater
chemical homogeneity, lower processing temperatures, and casting of shapes.
GELTECH, Inc., was founded to develop and market products using sol-gel

I technology initiated at the University of Florida. In this paper a brief overview of the
sol-gel process developed at GELTECH is given, and some of the potential products
and their properties are highlighted. The primary effort at GELTECII to date has
been in the area of pure silica with a focus on the optics and optoelectronics market.

1 2. Different Types of Silica

Silica optics are used in many optical systems because of their excellent transmission
from ultraviolet (UV) to near infrared (NIR) wavelengths, their excellent
homogeneity, their very good thermal and chemi - tabilities, and their low

I coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE).

There are at the present time four major methods of producing pure silica optical3 glass, as summarized in table 1 (4). Th~ere are two main categories: Fused Quartz
(Types I and II) produced by melting natural quartz crystals, and Fused Silica (TypesH III and IV) manufactured by vapor phase hydrolysis or oxidation of silicon
tetrachloride.

The differences between these four types of silica lie in the level of cation impurity,
the hydroxyl group content and other optical properties such as homogeneity, seeds,H bubbles, inclusions and microcrystallites.

During the last few years the chemically derived process described in this paper has
been developed and has lead to the imianl facture of two iiew types of silica: Type V and
Type VI (table 1). Type V silica offers the potential for improving many features ofH



commercially available silicas. Type VI represents a new kind of material, porous
pure silica glass, which can potentially lead to new developments in optics and
optoelectronics. The processing, properties and applications of these two new types
of silica are described in the following part of this paper.

Table 1: NMetliods of Silica Optics Manufacture

Fused Quartz3 Type I: Electric melting of natural quartz crystals

heat
SiO 2 (quartz) ---> SiO 2 (glass)

vacuum

Type II: Flame fusion of natural quartz crystals

heat
SiO2 (quartz)_ --- > SiO 2 (glass)oxy-hydrogen

I Fused Silica
Type Iii: Vapor-phase hydrolysis of pure silicon tetrachloride

carried out in a flame

ISiCi 4 + 02 + 2 H2 ---> Si0 2 (glass) + 4 HCI

'Type IV: OxiJ:'.ion of pure silicon tetrachloride which is fused
electrically or by means of a plasma

SiCI4 + 02 ---> SiO 2 (glass) + 2 C12

Gel-Silica

Type V: Hydrolysis and condensation of organometallic precursor
with fully densification (1150 to 1200'C)

Si(OR) 4 + 4 H20 ---> Si(OH) 2 + 4 (ROll)

Si(OH) 4 ---> SiO 2 (dense gel-silica) + 2 (120)

Type VI: Hydrolysis and condensation of organometallic precursor

with partial densification (600 to 950'C)

Si(OR) 4 + 4 1120 ---> Si(OH )4 + 4 (ROH)

Si(OH)4 ---> SiO 2 (porous gel-silica) + 2 (1120)

3. Overview of the Sol-Gel Process

In this process a silicon-containing precursor, such as tetramethyl or
tetraethylorthosilicate, is hydrolyzed to form a sol. After complete homogenization,
this sol is cast into molds where it sets into a very porous, wet gel having the shape of
the mold. The gel is then dried to give a transparent, silica monolith. The resulting

I dry gel cart be further heat-treated to strengthen it and at the same time reduce its
porosity. Although this process removes much of the water, heating to tempcratures
necessary to fully densify the gel-silica normally results in bloating of the sample due
to residual water being trapped in the porous structure. If a dehydration step is

I



I carried out before the final densification, the bloating problem is avoided and fully
dense glass can be obtained. For a summary of the overall process see figure 1. An
approximate description of the time sequence of the process is given in figure 2.

I IPRECURSOR DIW + ADDITIVE (DCCA)

* MIXING

I CASTING

I AGING

I _ _ _ _ _

DRYING

DENSIFICATN

I Figure 1: The Different Steps of the Sol-Gel Processing

I
1200

1000- PROCESS STEPS
(0 MixingI &

0 () Casting

w 800 - Gelation Type VI
c Porous Type V

) Aging Gelsil Gelsil
(D Drying

CC: 600- (D Partial Densification
W 0 Densification I

I 400- Dried
Sol Gel Aged

00- o Koo_ (D , )(D0
I RELATIVE TIME

Figure 2: Gel-Silica Process Sequence
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U 4. Porous Gel-Silica: Properties and Potential Applications

II Once a gel is dried it is still very porous and weak, and contains some residual organic
impurities. A heat treatment can be performed to bum out these organic residues and
give the gel added strength. As the gel is heated it goes through essentially two stages
before the pores close: (See figures 3 and 4)

I i 1) Up to approximately 800'C to 850'C changes in the properties of the gel take place
slowly. The surface area and total pore volume decrease, while the microhardness

I and bulk density increase.

2) Between 850'C and approximately 950'C these properties then change very rapidly
until pores close. As mentioned previously, if pores close before water is removed the
water is trapped and further heating causes the sample to bloat or foam due to

I expansion of the formed gas.

If the heat treatment is stopped before pore closure occurs a porous gel-silica
monolith, designated Type VI silica, is obtained. T1his porous gel now has enough
strength to withstand further treatments, such as impregnation with solutions of
inorganic (5) or organic materials. A variety of materials have already been used for
impregnation, such as fluors, wavelength shifters (6), non-linear optical compounds,
liquid crystals and laser dyes. Table 2 lists several potential applications of this porous
gel-silica material (7).

DenseK- PorousDesI o, 800-0
Bo 700

Ir / 600>With D~ydration

600"
M -500

U 400 / __400I400-V
"E ; 300

0I2 200. 200 .2

* -100
L With Dehydration

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
Temperature (°C)

Figure 3: Specific Surface Area and Microliardness of Porous Ge-Silica (Type VI)
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I __ Porous Dense

0.5-
5-2.2

UWith Dehydration
0.4 2.0

) 1.8
E 0.3

>-

> 1.6 (na
) 0.2 Q)&_ 0o 1.4

I a 0.1 M"-' '1.2

I'I" With Dehydration

0.0- 1.0
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200Temperature (°C)

Figure 4: Total Pore Volume and Bulk Density of Porous Gel-Silica (Type VI)

I Table 2: Potential Applications of Porous Gel-Silica (Type VI)

Lightweight optical components
Thermally cooled optics

Substrates for graded refractive index optics
Substrates for silica waveguides (8)

Matrices for fluors (6)
Matrices for non-linear optical compounds

Matrices for wavelength shifters (6)
Matrices for laser dyes

Matrices for liquid crystals
Matrices for micro-optical arrays

I 5. Dense Gel-Silica: Properties and Potential Applications

I Gel silica monoliths are densified by removing tightly bound hydroxyl ions on the
surface of pores prior to pore closure. Surface dehydroxylation occurs from 200'C
to 1000°C. It is usually necessary to enhance the dchydroxylation process by flowing
halogen-containing gases through the pore network before closure to produce water
free pure silica. This is followed by the removal of any halogen left in the structure of
the glass.

I



I The densification process developed at GELTECII, Inc. allowed the production of
piano/piano optics of 75 mm and piano/convex optics of 50 mm or larger diameters

* (9).

The physical properties of the alkoxide derived Type V silica are equal to or superior
I to Types I-IV optical silicas and include: Short UV cutoff, low optical absorption

throughout the spectrum, high homogeneity, very few defects, low strain
i birefringence, and low coefficient of thermal expansion.

Figure 5 compares the optical transmission of a commercial optical silica (Type III)
I with a typical spectrum from an alkoxide derived gel-silica (Type V). The vacuum

UV cutoff wavelength is substantially improved for the gel-silica material.
I Elimination of OH radicals from gel-silica optics also results in elimination of

absorption bands in the near infrared as shown in this figure. Reliability of
production of low OH radical content in Type V silicas (Gelsi[M) has also been

I achieved.

100

80 ///
I

I =

I

-0

I Co................T p V S lcI(esl M

I ' I I" , I I

HE
CU

Type II Silic

o 4

i15 200 250 1250 2250 3250 4250

Wavelength (nm)

Results from optical property measurements show no evidence of bubbles, no striae,I low strain of 4 to 6 nr/cn and superior index of refraction

homogeneity of about i to 6x 10- 6 as shown in figure 6.
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One of tile advantages of Sol-gel optics processing is to be able reprodIuce the shape of
the mold used for casting. Thle parts produced with this method (10 not requireI extensive grinding and polishinig. 1-igures 8 and 9 show intricately shaped as-cast
monoliths and piano/convex as-cast gel-silica lenses respectively.

3 ~Figur:e 8: Intricately Slhapjed D~ried Gel-Silica Mlonoliths

LIF
19 1 CCICZC I , e L J-Z 1Z C

*lie9 1aoCne Gei-Silj[ff l icaLenses (DrMIid and D lense



I The sol-gel process can even replicate the most intricate surface details. Figure 10
shows a licroscope photograph of a dry gel-silica Fresnel lens. Ilic lens master was
lmachined iii a polyner and the sol-gel silica positive replica was iuade by direct
casting against it. The precision of the master was mintained through densification
to a Type V gel-silica. The advantages of tie silica Fresnel lens over a polymer lens
are its inuch lower tlermal expansion cocflicient and its greater thermal and radiation
stability.

I Figure 10: Microscope Photograph of a lDry GeI-Silica Fresnel Lens

6. ConclusionI The primary effort at GILTECII, Inc. to date has been in the area of silica

i manufacture using sol-gel technology initiated at the University of Florida. This
technology has been further improved and refined to develop processes resulting in
the production of porous gel-silica and dense gel-silica. Although GELTECII is

6mainly focusing on the optics and optoelecronics market,

the desirable optical and physical properties of these products are expected to makeI iathem useful in many otl-er aellications.

THe process developed at GndTCII reies less energy compared to conventional

* glass manufacture and provides the advantage of casting shapes directly. Because the
resulting glass requires minimal grinding and/or polishing the produclion costs of an
optical component are less. l'he dense silica product has a low UV cutoff, low
al)sorl)lioll thoughollt fIle specttrilli, hIigh oplical Imoiluogetlcity, very fev deflects, low
strain birefringence, and low coefficient of thermal expansion.I
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DILAT)METRIC MHASUREMENTS
FOR LOW THERMAL EXPANSION GELS

by
B. F. Zhu, F. Wang and J. K. West
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Alachua, Florida 32615

ABSTRACT

Differential dilatometry is a valuable technique for measuring both

differential and absolute expansion of materials. This technique is also very

useful for studying the sintering and densification kinetics of gels. The

accuracy of high temperature expansion measurements is discussed in terms of

the sources and magnitude of the measurement errors. Considerations for

reducing the measurement errors are given.

INTRODUCTION

Differential dilatometry is a valuable technique for measuring both

differential and absolute expansion of materials. This technique dictates the

differential expansion between sample and reference specimens as a function of

temperature and/or time. With the known thermal expansion data for the

references and the measured differential expansion between the sample and

reference specimens, the absolute values of sample expansion can be obtained.

If the thermal expansion, thermal mass and thermal diffusivity of the sample

and reference specimens are closely matched, (1) the measurement precision can

be increased, (2) the errors due to the temperature and the linear variable

I differential transformer (LVDT) calibration can be reduced, and (3) the

capacity of heating and cooling at high rates can be achievedl. Such a match

is extremely important when one deals with materials with coefficients of

I 1



of thermal expansion in an order of 10" 7 /°C.

Differential dilatometry is also very useful for studying the sintering

and densification kinetics of gels. The densification kinetics can be studied

by analysis of the thermal expansion and relaxation as a function of porosity,

densification temperature and processing.

Since gels shrink during the heat treatment, a smaller thermal expansion

as compared to that of the fully densified material can dictate structural

relaxation, densification and sintering of the tested material. The

temperature(s) at which drastic shrinkage occurs can be taken as the beginning

temperature of sintering. Also, by using a computer heating can be controlled

to give the tested material a programed shrinkage at a predetermined rate to

avoid cracking.

A dilatometer (Dilatronic II Research Dilatometer*) was installed in our

laboratory to obtain high precision expansion measurements on gel-derived

silica and silicate (Si02-TiO 2 ) monoliths.

The primary objective of this project was to evaluate the accuracy of

a&gh temperature Lite-Umal expansion measurements for silica and silica-titania

gels at different stages of densification. The sources causing the

measurement errors are discussed and considerations for reducing these errors

are presented.

*Theta Industries, Inc., 26 Valley Road, Port Washington, NY.

!2I!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



I

INSTRUMENTAT ION

I The coefficients of thermal expansion (CTEs) were measured using a Theta

Industries' Dilatronic II Research Dilatometer. The temperature capability

for the equipment is between -190 ° and 1600°C. In the present paper, only

200°-700°C data are used.

The dilatometer contains dual push rods to measure the differential

expansion between the sample and reference specimens. The specimens were

either 10 or 25 nmm long and 5-8 mm in diam. Either a fused silica or alumina

specimen holder was used, however, only the data obtained with the silica

* specimen holder are reported.

Both the heating and cooling rates were kept at 3oC/min. A water

circulator was on line to keep the measuring head and the cold junctions of

the thermocouples at constant temperature (".,37°C). The gauge block

calibration was done before the measurements. This evolved putting a standard

I thickness of 0.25 ,mm between the micrometer and the ball point of the LVDT

coil. The expansion factors were calculated based on the voltage produced due

to the displacement of the coil when the gauge block was put in. An average

voltage was obtained from six readings at a 15-sec interval.

The thermal expansion data of the NBS reference materials have been

I stored in the computer. When a reference material was used as the sample

specimen, the measured thermal expansion data were compared with the known to

get th2 correction factors. The correction factors obtained from three runs

* were averaged and stored for future use.

Figure 1 is a typical CTE curve for a silica-titania gel monolith

I densified at 900°C.

3



I
SOURCES AND N!AGNITUDE OF ERRORS

I Figure ^ shows the sources and magnitude of the possible errors in a

typical conventional pushrod dilatometer with a temperature range of 1600*C

and a total accuracy of 2%. There are three large portions corresponding to

the thermocouple and the reference inaccuracy, sample temperature gradient and

the correction factors.

1. Accuracy of Temperature Measurements

It is well known that not only the accuracy of the measurements of the

length change but also that of the temperature measurements determine the

accuracy of dilatometric measurements. Tables I and II show the accuracy of

both the hot and cold junctions of thermocouples. It is important to choose

the right type of thermocouples and to use a thermocouple reference

compensator. In our laboratory, a constant temperature circulator is attached

to the system to keep both the cold junctions of the thermocouples and the

entire measuring head at constant temperature. The accuracy of the constant

temperature circulator is + 0.15°C.

2. Sample Temperature Gradient Inaccuracy

* The resolution of a recent model of a transducer-digital recorder is

25x0 - 7 mm (lx0 - 7 inch). Therefore, a lengthy sample size is no longer

I essential for meaningful length change measurements. However, most materials

which we deal with in our study have thermal expansions in the order of

l0- 7 /°C. Therefore, a 25 mm (I") long sample is recommended sometimes in

order to insure the measurement accuracy. In this case, a sample temperature

gradient may occur which imposes an inaccuracy in the dilatometer

I measurements.

14



I
In other cases, considorable shrinkage occurs when undonsified gels are

subjected to high temperatures. Thus, a slower increase or even a decrease in

differential expansion may be observed. In such cases, a longer sample might

be needed in view of the resolution of the transducer-digital recorder. In

all cases, sample temperature gradient inaccuracy will be induced by using

long samples.

3. Correction Factors

3 A set of correction factors must be established for each dilatometer

system. These correction factors usually contain the thermal instability of

the measuring head and the whole dilatometer system, as well as unexplainable

phenomena. The set of correction factors will be valid only if the thermal

expansion, thermal mass and thermal diffusivity are closely matched and the

same test conditions are maintained.

Figure 3 is a plot showing the measuring head temperature as a function

I of the number of data points (time) for a silica-titania gel densified at

900°C for 4 hrs. The sample was held at 200°C for 4 hrs after cooling from

high temperatures. Figure 4 is the corresponding differential expansion data

3 for such a sample being held at 200°C. An increase in the differential

expansion was observed as the measuring head temperature dropped. About 6

I cycles are shown in these two figures. It is oavious that the fluctuation in

3 the differential expansion is due to the cyclic changes in the measuring head

temperature, although the change in the differential expansion was delayed by

3 a phase of 900. Both magnitudes of the measuring head temperature cycles and

the differential expansion cycles did not change. For a decrease of every

0.12°C in the measuring head temperaLure, the differential expansion increased

3 by 3.5 X 10-6.

I5



I
As the measuring head temperature increased during heating, a decrease in

I the differential expansion was observed. It appeared that with an 0.3°C

increase in the measuring head temperature, the differential expansion

decreased by 10 X 10-6.

Assuming that the absolute value of the error due to the measuring head

temperature change keeps constant (we found that this was true for a certain

I temperature profile), then

(--)m X E = constant. (1)( Lm

where -L is the measured thermal expansion for the sample and E is the
L M

percentage of the error due to the measuring head temperature change.

Equation (1) indicates that for materials with different thermal

expansions, the percentage of the error due to the measuring head temperature

I change is reversely proportional to their thermal expansions.

u In order to increase the accuracy of the dilatometric measurements, the

reference material should be chosen to have a close thermal expansion, thermal

mass and thermal diffusivity as compared to those of the sample-when the

system is calibrated to obtain error data as the correction factors.

I Figure 5 shows the influence of the measuring head temperature change on

U thermal expansion. The cyclic changes observed for every 120°C in the thermal

expansion curve are due to the misuse of the correction factors obtained from

a calibration using reference materials with large CTE values.

As shown in Figure 6, NBS silica appears to be the best reference

I material for measuring the thermal expansions of our gel monoliths. However,

the thermal 'v i sion at 700°C for silica is about 350 X 10-6 , while that of

sil].ia-titaia ges is only 80-100 X i -6. Therefore, considerable error will

be introdur'd by .sing the correction factors calibrated using NBS silica. It

6bIItoure h
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I
is an urgent task to develop new reference materials for measuring low thermal

expansion gels with higher accuracy.

I SUMMARY

3 Differential dilatometry is a valuable tool for measuring length changes

of materials. This technique is also very useful for studying the sintering

and densification kinetics of gels. Since the gels in our study exhibit low

thermal expansion behavior (in the order of 10-7/*C), care must be taken in

I order to get meaningful measurements of the length change. It is extremely

3I important to choose the right type of thermocouples, to keep both the cold

junctions of the thermocouples and the entire measuring head at constant

temperature by using a temperature compensator and to match closely the

thermal expansion, thermal mass and thermal diffusivity between the reference

and the unknown specimens. It is an urgent task to develop new reference

3 materials for measuring low thermal expansion gels with high accuracy.
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Table I

Thermocouple Accuracy2

1000 0C 15000C
Pt, 10% Rh-Pt

NBS Calibrated:
estimated uncertainties 0.30C 2.0"C

Commercial:
Standard limits of error

Grade A 2.7"C 3.6"C
Grade B 5.3°C 7.30C

* .Base Metal

NBS Calibrated (Table Curve) ±10 (O0C to 1100C)

Specific Points ±0.2"C (above 3000C)

Table II

Accuracy of Thermocouple Reference Junctions
2

Ice Bath (only when well maintained) ±0.010C

Electrical Bridge Circuit in Lab Environment ±0.5 0C

Constant Temperature Circulator (fully auto) ±0.15 0C*

I * Based on data in our laboratory.

I

I
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Figure 1. CTE curve for a silica-titania gel preheated up to 900*C.
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1. Thermocouple and thermocouple reference error
I 2. •LVDT non-linearity

3. Gage block calibration

4. Pushrod friction and sample-measuring system interface
5. Error 3f thermal expansion reference materialS6. Correction factors

7. Sample temperature gradient
8. Fluctuations in line voltageI 9. Room temperature influence

I Figure 2. Sources and magnitude of measurement errors in a
typical conventional pushrod dilatometer.I
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Figure 3 Plot showing the measuring head temperature as a function
of the number of data points. The specimen was held at
200C for 4 hrs after cooling from high temperatures.
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Figure 4. Differential expansion vs number of data points for a
specimen held at 200'C for 4 hrs after cooling from
high temperatures. The specimen was the same as in
Figure 3.
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I Figure 5. Thermal expansion data (corrected) vs temperature.
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